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COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF 
ORGANISM-DEPENDENT FEATURES IN PROTEIN STRUCTURES 
 
Yong Luo, PhD 
 
George Mason University, 2009 
 
Dissertation Director: Dr. Iosif I. Vaisman 
 
 
 
Recent research on organism-dependent features of proteins has been mostly focused on 

the analysis of their primary sequences, while studies of their structural differences are 

rare.  The general organism-dependent structural features in proteins are obscured by the 

strong sequence and structural similarities between the homologous proteins across 

different genomes.  In this work we implemented protein structure descriptors based on 

Delaunay tessellation of the structures.  Delaunay tessellation identifies the quadruplets 

of nearest neighbor residues, in which we enumerated all possible residue compositions 

using full 20 letter alphabet as well as a number of reduced alphabets.  Feature vectors 

based on these descriptors were generated to represent organism-dependent features of an 

individual protein structure.  Protein and domain structures of a series of organisms were 

collected.  We applied supervised machine learning techniques to develop classifiers for 

proteins from different organisms.  This result strongly indicates the presence of 

organism-dependent signals in protein structure.  The discrimination capability of 
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machine learning models is strongly dependent on the reduced residue alphabet used in 

the modeling.   Comparison of the model performance with different amino acid residue 

alphabet reduction schemes and organism pairs provides novel insights into the evolution 

of protein structure. 
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1.  Introduction 

 

Features of an organism developed over time on the evolutionary scale could be specific 

to this organism or shared with other organisms across the phylogenetic space.  Specific 

features define an organism and may serve as markers to distinguish it from others.  Thus, 

a link can be established between an organism and its features.  Various biological 

sciences provide many examples of such links, especially in comparative anatomy and 

morphology.  These links are also apparent from the nutritional and metabolic adaptation 

patterns of a wide spectrum of organisms.  However, on the molecular level it may be 

harder to detect such links. 

 

We may pose a question: is there anything in common between the genes or proteins 

originated from the same organism?  If it is, these organism-dependent features should be 

present in every molecule regardless of its role in the organism.  To better illustrate the 

situation let’s consider two sets of objects with apparent pair wise homology between the 

objects in both sets (figure 1.1).  Although the objects from different sets belong to the 

same classes (chairs or tables), pieces belonging to the same set share some common 

features.  To correctly assign the objects of the same set we need to identify some set-

specific features.  In our furniture example it is relatively easy, even in the absence of 
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explicitly formalized features.  Do biological molecules possess features, which would 

enable identification of their originating organisms?  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1    Class-specific and set-specific features. 
 

 

To relate molecular characteristics to speciation, so, to evolution and species 

classification, gene sequence analysis was a natural first step.  Main stream effort has 

been sequence alignment which can detect differences and similarities between species 

reflecting their evolutionary history.  Through that a homologous relationship could be 

established which provided us a trace of evolution and differentiation of species.  There 

was continuous effort on the development of better algorithms doing sequence alignment 

for the detection of homology for DNAs and proteins as well 1.  Genes of different 

organisms evolved from a common ancestor are, of course, caught the focus; then, 

molecular biology works on orthologs has been popular 2,3.  Orthologs are genes carrying 

similar functionalities in different organisms assumed to evolve from a common ancestor.  

As such, sequence features of an orthologous gene can be used as a marker to infer the 
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status of an organism phylogenetically.  It seems a mapping relationship could be built 

between species and sequences characteristics. 

 

Because evolution can be thought a series of successful mutations over long period of 

time in the view of inheritance, orthologs would be like a snapshot of intermittent steps.  

That makes orthologous gene extremely important, so caught a lot of attention, and a 

plenty of information has been collected.  Database OrthoMCL clusters orthologs into as 

many as 70388 groups using as much as 55 species, 511797 proteins 4; providing a 

method for the construction of groups across multiple taxa 5.  Web based tool like 

OrthologID can be used for ortholog identification 2.  System like this is suitable for 

tracing the evolution of a gene by members from different species, or for connecting 

genes from different sources.   

 

However, there is an issue for connecting species phylogenetic position and result of 

orthologs alignment.  Results from different set of orthologs are not always in an 

agreement.  We start to realize that phylogeny based on one set of orthologous genes may 

not be sufficient.  The topology of a phylogenetic tree determined by one set of orthologs 

is not reliable for subsequent assignments.  Although some particular genes might be 

more indicative than others, like glutamine synthetase gene which was thought to be the 

molecular clock 6; researchers promote the idea of using a group of genes, a subset of 

whole genome for this purpose.  Multiple sets of genes have been taking into account, 

even in the scale of whole genome 7.  More people tend to use whole genome comparison 
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instead of a subset8.  An example is Procom, a web-based tool to compare multiple 

eukaryotic proteomes 9.  Whole genome comparison and statistical analysis are using 

more complete information from DNA sequence in determine phylogeny of species 10-13.  

Others even pointed out that more properties need to be taken into account when we try 

to interpret the topology of phylogenetic trees14.  Focus of research showed a trend from 

single to a few orthologous genes, and to whole genomes comparison.  It then needs 

efficient method for the identification and clustering orthologs as crucial first step 3.  

Although all this advanced research has accumulated large amount of knowledge 

connecting species evolution and nucleic acid sequence features; the attention was paid to 

better integrating sequence information to justify an organism’s position in phylogenetic 

structure, not to common features of genes in one organism. 

 

Analysis on proteins and proteomes has walked through similar route.  To relate the 

position of an organism on phylogenetic tree to its sequence, one or more representative 

proteins were considered.  Features of proteins from organisms of different kingdoms 

have been studied on various levels.  Scientists hope to catch certain “signatures” in the 

proteome of an organism.  For example, it has been found the sulphur content of 

proteomes correlated to evolution due to the environmental adaptation15; life of three 

kingdom can be categorized by protein length16; a database  contains 244 proteomes 

summarized protein sequence and function evolution from the aspect of single amino acid 

residue repeat in three life kingdom17; while others look on repeats of a sequence segment 

other than a single residue18.  There are different patterns of amino acid composition that 
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has been observed in various organisms19.  Taking both of them into account, amino acid 

and oligopeptide composition will have the capability to differentiate taxa in phylogeny 

as proteomic signature20.  Like using multiple orthologous genes instead of single gene 

for phylogeny analysis, a database tool named CUPID provided a set of proteins specific 

to a genus, species or a strain.  The combination of the set of proteins serves as 

identifying features for an organism.  It is capable of identification of the most closely 

related organism computationally21.   

 

More advanced methods involve intensive computing and statistics.  The blooming of 

computer hardware and algorithms has made this kind of work possible and dependable.  

Stuart et al developed a whole genome method utilizing a tetrapeptide frequency matrix 

which utilized unaligned whole genome protein sequences22.  This method effectively 

eliminated the problem of multiple sequence alignment in identifying orthologs.  Multiple 

sequence alignment can hardly consider deletion and insertion.  Evolution originated as 

such would not be taking into account.  Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method to 

analyze character string frequencies, phylogenies from unaligned whole genome data has 

been successfully applied to vertebrate phylogeny using vector representations23; and 

applied to bacterial phylogeny as well24.  A similar approach was introduced by Qi et al 

in a series publications called K-string approach 25-28.  Their method is based on the 

appearance frequency of oligopeptides of fixed length in the whole genome.  K value is 

up to 6.  This method also successfully eliminated multiple alignment issue and using the 

whole genome information for the phylogenetic tree construction.  Although this work 
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had been limited to prokaryote; it has been extended to eukayyotes by others as well 29.  

A recent publication reported the similar approach in nucleotide sequences based on 

shortest unique substring.  It claims the shortest nucleotide substring is no longer than 

11bp 30.   

 

From single orthologous gene to K-string frequency, the connection between organism 

and molecular features is getting less relied on neither particular set of molecules nor the 

alignment algorithms.  In another term, it is diffused into every molecule, especially for 

protein because it is a functioning molecule.  In the research of these connections, the 

focus has been always on collecting more complete information from wider molecule 

sources to accurately describe an organism phylogenetically.  Contrarily, evolution trend 

of molecules in general was paid less attention.  In fact, shortest unique substring of 

nucleotide or K-string residue could be common molecular features of an organism.  In 

every way, however, the discovered fact and methodology laid an important foundation 

for our research. 

 

There are a few trends have been reported emphasizing characteristics of protein 

molecules from whole proteomes view.  The simplest one is categorizing life of three 

kingdom by the average length of a proteome 16.  GC content and codon usage have also 

caught attention through differences between thermophilic and mesophilic species.  It 

was claimed that they can be identified and separated by codon preferences31,32.  GC 

content was believed closely related to selection pressure; and has been paid specific 
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attention to the patterns of synonymous codon usage both within and among genomes 

33,34.  However, the codon usage and subsequently the amino acid composition was 

believed to be driven by GC content 35.  But this observation was based on the statistical 

trend of large amount of sample of species (311 bacteria, 28 archaea and 257 eukaryotes) 

35.  Though GC content and codon usage were subjected to evolution pressure; the 

correlated change are far less to be thought as organism-dependent. 

 

The most researched organism-dependent feature is amino acid composition.  It is a very 

important property thought to have an association with lifestyles and phylogenies.  Single 

residue composition distribution pattern has been recognized as a species-specific trait to 

identify proteins’ source 36-38.  For example, thermophilic species were claimed be 

identified by the amino acid compositions deduced from their genomes 37.  In fact, 

residue composition level reveals striking discrimination between eukaryotes, prokaryotic, 

mesophiles and hyperthermophiles-thermophiles; it depicted a global trend of amino acid 

composition level through evolution38.  Similarly, among archaea, bacteria and 

eukaryotes, the three kingdom of life, amino acid composition of proteins of taxa were 

found different 36,39.  It was believed that specific residue composition was formed 

through the history of evolution.  Evolution pressure impacted the codon usage to 

continuously recruit under represented residues and lose over represented residues 40.  

Thus, computational approach based on findings of amino acid composition differences is 

available 41; so model of amino acid residue replacement through evolution 42.   As an 

extension of emphasizing residue composition as species signature, distribution of short 
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residue repeat in the sequence was used.  This method largely increased the number of 

elements in sense of identification data dimension.  These short repeats were reported to 

be only 2 or 3 residues long 18,20. 

 

Protein function is defined by its 3D structure.  Adaptation of an organism relies on its 

protein function.  Structural features of proteins are subject to pressure of evolutionary 

selection.  Organism-dependent features in protein structure are logically linked to 

speciation 34.  However, few published works were found showing discoveries on such 

features.  There are some studies are on amino acid pairing preference in beta-sheet 43 and 

using models for protein fold optimizations 44 linking protein residue composition to its 

structure.  Other related discoveries including the differences of protein coiled-coil 

structures between life form of bacterial, archaea, eukaryotes 45, and a classification 

scheme that uses the presence or absence of a protein domain architecture to determine 

the phylogeny of genomes 46. 

 

In summary, we found that besides much less attention was paid to protein structures, 

current studies suffered a few critical weak points.  (I) Attributes for the description of 

organism-dependent characters are too simple so they may not capture corresponding 

information.  This is especially true in the case of categorizing three kingdom of life by 

protein length 16.  (II) The resolution of organism-dependent identification is low.  

Descriptive statistics and tests for the discrimination of organism source were limited to 

mesophilic/thermophilic 37, eukaryote/archaea/eubacteria 20,36 groups.  (III) Data was 
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analyzed by simple statistics which tend to ignore the interrelationship of  data elements 

of multiple valued data.   (IV) Some methods still directly or indirectly rely on sequence 

alignment methods which hold certain variations themselves 21.  (V) Feature vectors used 

for modeling organism-dependent proteins in most studies were designed on the bases of 

a collection of proteins (e.g. mesophilic species) not an individual.  With such feature 

vectors a discrimination procedure can not be applied to individual proteins.   

 

Description of organism-dependent features should capture its specificity.  In many cases 

the word “signature” was used to claim that.  It is a quantitative descriptor for genome 

and proteome as well 47.  One study quantified the distinguishing power of several 

organism-dependent characteristics 39.  Tetrapeptide frequency and sibling K-String 

method were among the best in this aspect.  The concept of these methods is similar to 

“bag of words” in text mining.  In fact biomolecular sequence data was explicitly 

compared to written Latin language by Stuart et al 22.  Applying this analogy, the style of 

writing is what we are interested in.  Writing style contains author-specific characteristics 

which can be identified in the entire text or even in its fragments.  

 

Our approach to this issue was using a computational geometry technique aimed at the 

structure of proteins.  Instead of categorizing limited number of folds in the structure 

space or monitor single protein folding patterns, we take the advantage of large number 

of experimentally determined protein structures in PDB.  A topological method known as 

Delaunay tessellation is applied to each individual protein structure.  Structural features 
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will then be represented by derived topological data instead of the original PDB format of 

atoms coordinates.  We also employ machine learning/data mining tools besides general 

statistical analysis methods. 

 

Delaunay tessellation separates space by joining a set of points in it to generate a set of 

non-overlapping, irregular polyhedron.  In this study, points are designated to be the 

positions of α-carbons of amino acid residues of a resolved protein structure in its 

coordinate space.  Four adjacent points form a non-overlapping tetrahedral called 

Delaunay simplices.  Following the definition of Delaunay tessellation, four residue 

points joined by simplex edges of a tetrahedral are nearest neighbors in space.  The 

“space-filling tetrahedra” model generated by Delaunay tessellation is a transformation of 

experimentally determined protein structure as illustrated in Figure 2, Panel A.  Structural 

information was held in the geometry features of generated Delaunay simplices.  As 

illustrated in an previous publication 48, Delaunay simplices from tessellated protein 

structure can be categorized into 5 types according to the relative positions of vertex 

residues in the primary sequence as shown in Figure 2, Panel B.  According to 

compositions of the 4 residues at its vertices Delaunay simplices can be categorized into 

groups known as quadruplets.  Because of the 3D nature of a simplex, residues in a 

quadruplet do not have an order.  Since there are 20 amino acid residues in natural 

proteins, under this 20-letter alphabet system Delaunay tessellation would generate 

possibly 8855 kinds of quadruplets.  Statistics of the geometrical features of simplice 

holds important information of the structures.  Delaunay tessellation derived methods 
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have been successfully applied in many aspects of protein structure analysis since it was 

introduced in 1996 48-53. 

 

In a tessellated protein structure, local residue-residue contact geometry information was 

caught in the simplice.  Although the relative positions between each individual simplex 

were lost in our process.  Whole protein structure information was indirectly reflected in 

the statistics of quadruplet geometry.  The statistics method is again more or less like 

“bag of words” in text mining as was mentioned a few paragraphs above.  The “word” 

here is not short residue repeats or peptides; but well defined 3D structure components 

called quadruplets.  In 3D space, inside and in-between each component, unlike in 

sequence space, no order could be specified.  It is the topology which made all the 

differences.  The writing style using this “Language” for each organism book is the main 

interest we are going after.  This analogy can be attractively matched with Stuart’s 22 if 

we substitute the Latin language into an oriental language with many interesting points.  

For example, in Chinese, words are defined by the topology of composing strokes.  The 

construction of strokes does not have a linear order in one character.  Absolute size or 

shape of a stroke is not meanigful in word definition.  Like the following are all distinct 

words “田，甲，由，申，电，亩，土，士 “. 
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Figure 1.2    Illustration of Delaunay tessellation and simplex types.   
(A) Delaunay tessellation of Crambin.   (B) Five classes of Delaunay simplices.  
Delaunay simplices from protein structure can be classified into 5 nonredundant types according 
to the relative positions of vertex residues in the primary sequence: class {4}, where all four 
residues in the simplex are consecutive in the protein primary sequence; class {3,1}, where three 
residues are consecutive and the fourth is a distant one; class {2,2}, where two pairs of 
consecutive residues are separated in the sequence; class {2,1,1}, where two residues are 
consecutive, and the other two are distant both from the first two and from each other; and class 
{1,1,1,1} where all four residues are distant from each other.  (Copy from Singh R et al   J. 
Comput. Biol. 1996, 3, 2, 213-222 48) 
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2.  Specific Aims and the Arrangement of Works Presented 
 

2.1 Evaluating and Identifying Computational Geometry Data Models for 

Organism-Dependent Features of Protein 3-Dimensional Structure 

 
Our first and the most important aim is to evaluate a variety of computational geometry 

data models for organism-dependent features of a protein by its 3D structure; so to 

identify the most efficient descriptor for those features.  Delaunay tessellation of protein 

structures and designed subsequent calculation enables us to obtain a series of structural 

geometry values.  Those values will serve as descriptors of the structure.  Following the 

hint from previous study54, we hypothesize that organism-dependent features of proteins 

reside not only in their residue composition but also in their 3D structures.  Different 

proteins of an organism may have similar values or patterns represented by certain 

descriptors; although their sequences, length, structural and functional categories are 

significantly different.  Statistically, a righteous descriptor is expected to achieve a higher 

successful rate in telling a protein’s organism origin given sufficient number of structures 

of sampled organisms.  Which data model would be the best for the organism-dependent 

features of a protein?  Our preliminary results have suggested a variety of quadruplet 

potential based computational geometry measures which were implemented under a 

series of reduced amino acid residue alphabets.  Discrimination effort will be achieved by 

a list of algorithm classifiers using designated models to accommodate the uncertainty 
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nature of organism-dependent features.  If defined data model allows an accurate 

discrimination of structures, the definition of the data model will provide a fresh view on 

the speciation and protein evolution.  Apparently, the further two or more organisms are 

apart from each other phylogenetically, the greater the differences of organism-dependent 

features of their protein structures, and more accurate discrimination would be achieved.  

In this work, human/yeast organism pair was chosen to search for the best data model.  

Protein structures of these 2 organisms were prepared in 3 different ways to verify the 

applicability of the data model.  Organism-dependent structural feature in proteins is in 

the center of this project. 

 

2.2 Effect of Residue Alphabet Reduction on Modeling Accuracy of  Identified 

Feature Vectors 

 
Core of our optimized data model for organism-dependent structural features is based on 

geometry values derived from Delaunay tessellation which is directly connected to the 

residue alphabet size.  Natural 20 residues alphabet would yield 8855 different quadruplet 

combination.  This number raised a serious challenge to our current algorithms and 

computational power.  Experiences from both previous projects and the preparative phase 

of this project suggest an implementation under reduced residue alphabet.  In fact 

computational experiment under a reduced residue alphabet not only greatly reduced the 

complexity of computation but also helped the understanding of residue substitution in 

organism-dependent features.  Alphabet reduction is done through grouping natural 

residues.  The number of possible ways of grouping residues is astronomical.  Because of 
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the complexity and meaningfulness of residue alphabet reduction research has been a 

field of its own for long time across physics, chemistry and biology, reduced alphabets 

for implementation will be obtained from literatures.  We collected 48 reduced alphabets 

from published studies ranging from 2-letter set to 5-letter set.  These alphabets are 

results of extensive experimental and computational works backed by solid theories.  The 

impact created by different residue alphabet implementation of our data model is very 

interesting.  By doing so, we are actually tracing the implementation effect of residues 

grouping principles in our computational geometry model. 

 

2.3 Multiple Organisms Protein Structure Discrimination  

 
The third aim is the application of our established data model(s) and choice of 

algorithm(s) on selected multiple organisms.  The data model established in previous 

steps will be tested over other organism pairs as well as structures of multiple organisms 

in a pool.  Organism selection would rather cover a wide span of phylogenetic tree.  

Because of the quantitative nature of discrimination accuracy from algorithm classifiers, 

results of discrimination of structures of multiple organisms reflect a facet of protein 

structural evolution.   

 

2.4 Preliminary Results on Discrimination of Proteins by Alternative 

Computational Geometry Measure as Organism-Dependent Features 
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The fourth aim will be the exploration of alternative computational geometry measures 

for organism-dependent features of protein structure.  Our primary line of descriptors is 

base on quadruplet statistical potentials.  Among a list of alternative choices, we will test 

tetrahedrality and average volume of Delaunay simplex.  Since the calculation of any 

quadruplet descriptor relying on residue alphabet for its implementation, variation along 

this dimension will be evaluated similarly as described in 2.2.   

 

2.5 Format and Arrangement of the Work Presented 

 
Following the introduction and this chapter, chapter 3 will introduce main stream 

methods used and experiment systems used through out the whole project.  Additional 

materials and methods and detail configuration for a particular section of work will be 

introduced in their corresponding chapters.  Chapter 4 is the key section which introduced 

the identification of feature vectors for organism-dependent characters in protein 

structure.  Chapter 5 focused on the effect of residue alphabet schemes on the 

discrimination capability of established data models.  Chapter 6 presented the 

discrimination effect of identified feature descriptors on multiple organisms across a wide 

span phylogenetically.  Chapter 7 showed preliminary results of modeling protein 

structures by other alternative computational geometry descriptors derived from 

Delaunay tessellation. 
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3.   Methods and System of Experiments 

 

3.1 Delaunay Tessellation of Protein Structure 

 

As introduced previously, Delaunay tessellation is the core of computational geometry 

methods and data processing pipeline.  Delaunay tessellation separates space by a set of 

points in it.  To analyze the experimentally determined protein 3D structure, points were 

designated as position of the α-carbon of each residue.  Four nearest neighboring such 

points will form a tetrahedral called Delaunay simplex.  Delaunay simplices are non-

overlapping; 2 adjacent Delaunay simplices intersect at a common face.  Delaunay 

tessellation also maximizes the minimum interior angles of the tetrahedral.  Thus, each 

Delaunay simplices has 4 vertexes which represent 4 particular amino acid residues in 

protein primary sequence.  This combination is referred as a quadruplet by the 4 

participating residues’ names.  Delaunay simplices has 6 edges as it is a tetrahedral.  

Neighboring relationship of 4 residues in the quadruplet is spatial; so they don’t have any 

order for permutation variation.  Under 20-letter natural residue alphabet there are 8855 

quadruplets by combination.   A quadruplet may contain zero to many simplices in a 

tessellated real structure.  Thus, geometry descriptions of a quadruplet are best described 

statistically.  And, it is especially useful while applied to more than one structure.  

Positions of individual simplex in the space are ignored.  According to the relative 
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positions of participating residues on primary sequence, quadruplet can be categorized in 

5 types.  Delaunay tessellation was computed through Quickhull algorithm 55.  

 

3.2 Amino Acid Residue Alphabet Reduction 

 

Without considering simplex types, there are 8855 4-letter combinations by 20 kinds of 

natural amino acids.  A number as big as it created at least 2 major draw backs here: (1) 

with limited number of experimentally determined, highly diversified protein structures, 

statistical trends were weakened; pattern recognition efficiencies were weakened if 8855 

kind of quadruplets were analyzed; (2) computational cost of higher dimensional data is 

extremely high.  We reduce the residue alphabet to overcome these problems in this study. 

 

It has been long since biochemists tried to group residues with similar biochemical 

properties together; like polar or non- polar, hydrophobic or hydrophilic.  Amino acid 

alphabet reduction by grouping residues bears a research field of its own.  A huge variety 

of reduced alphabets has been created following different principle guidelines.  Residue 

reduction is still an actively researched field theoretically and experimentally.  It is 

always possible to have a new reduced alphabet by optimized theories. 

 

Alphabet reduction can go to different depth to create an alphabet which has number of 

letters ranging from 2 – 19.  Our experience from preliminary work indicated that the 

number of letters of a reduced alphabet in this study should not exceed 5.  Preliminary 
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data shows 5-letter alphabet start to have cumbersome negative effect with the applied 

structure dataset. 

 

We have collected 19 series of reduced alphabets from 11 publications; same reduction 

guidelines were shared within each series.  There are 10 2-letter, 10 3-letter, 11 4-letter, 

17 5-letter reduced alphabets; totally 49 besides the natural 20-letter alphabet. 

 

To identify each reduced alphabet, we name them by first placing the number of letters, 

followed by 2 capital letters from the name of author of the publication where this 

reduction scheme was introduced.  If the publication introduced more than one reduction 

scheme, a sequential number start from 1 was attached.  For example, “4SA2”, is a 4-

letter reduced alphabet.  It was introduced by Solis AD in year 2000.  It is the second way 

of partition natural 20-letter alphabet introduced in this publication. 

 

A complete listing of collected reduced alphabets was summarized in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2    Collection of reduced amino acids residue alphabets. 

 Number of letters in Alphabet  

Names and 
reference 2 3 4 5 Principle in brief 

1999 Wang W ADEGHKNPQRST AGHPRT  AHT Miyazawa-Jernigan matrix 
 CFILMVWY CFILMVWY  IVFYWLMC Structure information 

WW  DEKNQS  ED interaction potential matrix 

56    GP frequency of contact 
    KNQRS of 2 AA in globular 

2000 Murphy LR ACFGILMPSTVWY ACGILMPSTV AGPST ASGTP BLOSUM50 
 DEHKNQR DEHKNQR CILMV LVIMC Alignment on highly reserved 

ML  FWY EDNQKRH EDNQ region alignment without gap 

57   FYW FYW  
    KRH  

2000 Solis AD ACDEFHIKLMNQRSTVWY ACDEFHIKLMNQRSTVWY ADEKNQRST AEHKQRST Maximum information reservation
 GP G CFHILMVWY CFILMVWY In term of similarities in 

SA1  P G DN the distribution of GBMR 

58   P G structures they encode 
    P  

2000 Solis AD ACEFHIKLMQRVWY AEHKQR AEHKQR AEHKQR Maximum information reservation
 DGNPST CFILMVWY CFILMVWY CST In term of similarities in 

SA2  DGNPST DNST DN the distribution of DSSP 

58   GP FILMVWY structures they encode 
    GP  

2001 Cieplak M Identical to 2WW   AH considering the ‘‘distances’’ 
    CMVWY between the amino acids. 

CM    DEGNPQRST Euclidean & Manhatan distance 

59    FIL lattice model 
    K Simpler and more accurate 

2002 Kuznetsov IB  AGHP   Hydrophobic 
KI1  CFILMVWY   Hydrophilic 

60  DEKNQRST   Others 
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2002 Kuznetsov IB ACDEGHKNPQRST  AC AC AA pair-wise distance 
 FILMVWY  DEGHKNPQRST DE statistical potential 

KI2   FWY FWY long-range side chain 

60   ILMV GHKNPQRST centroid 
    ILMV  

2002 Kuznetsov IB ACDEFGHKMNPQRSTWY A  A AA pair-wise distance 
 ILV CDEFGHKMNPQRSTWY  CFMWY statistical potential 

KI3  ILV  DEGHKNPQRST long-range C-beta potential 
60    IV  
    L  

2002 Kuznetsov IB AGP  A A AA pair-wise distance 
 CDEFHIKLMNQRSTVWY  CDILNSTV CDNST statistical potential 

KI4   EFHKMQRWY EFHKMQRWY medium-range side chain centroid

60   GP GP  
    ILV  

2002 Kuznetsov IB ACDEFHIKLMNPQRSTVWY Identical to 3SA1 AEKLMQR AEKLMQR AA pair-wise distance 
 G  CDFHINSTVWY CFIVWY statistical potential 

KI5   G DHNST medium-range C-beta 

60   P G potential 
    P  

2002 Liu X AFILMVW AFILMVW ACW ACW on deviation of the 
 CDEGHKNPQRSTY CGHKNPQRSTY DE DE conditional probability 

LX1  DE FILMV FILMV from random background 

61   GHKNPQRSTY GHNPQSTY MJ Matrix 
    KR  

2002 Liu X Identical to 2KI2 ACGPST ACPST ACPST on deviation of the 
  DEHKNQR DEHKNQR DEHKNQR conditional probability 

LX2  FILMVWY FILMVWY FWY from random background 

61   G G BLOSUM50 Matrix 
    ILMV  

2003 Fan K Identical to 2WW   APST Same as Wang of 1999 
    CFWY but with variations 

FK    DEHKNQR  

62    G  
    ILMV  
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2003 Li T Identical to 2WW AGPST AGST ACPST various clustering scheme 
  CFILMVWY CFMWY DEKNQR BLOSUM62 

LT1  DEHKNQR DEHKNPQR FHWY  

63   ILV G  
    ILMV  

2003 Li T Identical to 2WW Identical to 3LT1 AGPST APST various clustering scheme 
   CFWY CFWY BLOSUM62 

LT2   DEHKNQR DEHKNQR  
63   ILMV G  
    ILMV  

2004 Esteve JG ADEFGHIKLMNPQRSTVWY ADEFGHILMNPQRSTVWY ADEFGHILMNPQSTVWY  MJ matrix 
 C C C   

EJ1  K K   

64   R   
2004 Esteve JG    AGHNPQST MJ matrix 

    CFILMVWY  
EJ2    DE  

64    K  
    R  

2006 Melo F    AG optimization with a 
    C genetic algorithm 

MF    DEKNPQRST using structural information 

65    FILMVWY from remote 
    H homolog proteins 

2007 Etchebest CC    AEKLMQR Protein Block(PB) clustering 
    CDHNST  

EC    FIVWY  

66    G  
    P  

22 
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3.3 Derived Modeling Vectors for Organism-Dependent Features 

 

3.3.1 Definition of Basic Vectors 

Quadruplet potential is four-body contact statistical pseudo-potential derived from 

Delaunay tessellation of a set of protein structures.  The concept, definition and the value 

calculation have been reported in previous publications48,52.  A few variations of the 

previously defined quadruplet potential have been made by limited modifications on the 

original version.  Definitions of each variation of quadruplet potentials were introduced 

below starting from the original one.  As understood, the size and value of such vectors 

depend on the residue alphabet implementation.  In the following text we will annotate 

the vector with its alphabet in form vector_name(alphabet_name). 

 

Potential: original quadruplet potential is a score for a particular quadruplet (composed 

of residues i, j, k and l) defined as: 

   
lkji

ijkl
ijkl AAACA

F
Q log=     (1) 

where:  Fijkl is the frequency of simplices having amino acid residue i, j, k, l at their 

vertices; Ai, Aj, Ak, Al are frequencies of each individual residues i, j, k, l; and C is a 

combinatorial factor.  The calculation of all the frequencies is based on a selected set of 

tessellated structures S.  S may contain one or more structures.  Denominator of the above 

equation represents the probability of physical combination of the particular 4 residues 

providing the process is random; then Qijkl represents the log likely-hood of the 4-body 

contact in set S.  By this definition, each quadruplet has one potential value given set S. 
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P_S (Potential of Single structure): P_S is defined and calculated the same way as 

“Potential” with the restriction of having only one structure in structure set S.  It is a 

special case of “Potential” value calculation.  Unlike the “Potential” value which 

characterized multiple structures in set S, P_S characterized one particular protein 

structure. 

 

P_SN (Potential of Single structure by Number of quadruplets):  P_SN score is the 

frequency of a quadruplet on all quadruplet in a single structure (i, j, k, l as 4 residues) 

defined as: 

   
total

ijkl
ijkl N

N
SNP =_      (2) 

where:  Nijkl is the number of simplices having residue i, j, k, l at their vertices; Ntotal is the 

total number of simplices in the tessellated structure.  P_SN value is calculated based on 

single protein structure; it characterizes one particularly structure other than multiple 

structures in a set. 

 

P_SG (Potential of Single structure quadruplet frequency by Group residue combination 

probability):  Score P_SG is quadruplet potentials of a single structure calculated on the 

residue combination probability background of all participating structures in a group.  It 

is defined as: 

   
lkji

ijkl
ijkl AgAgAgCAg

Fs
SGP log_ =    (3) 
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where:  Fsijkl is the frequency of simplices having amino acid i, j, k, l at their vertices in 

one single tessellated structure; Agi, Agj, Agk, Agl are frequencies of amino acid i, j, k, l of 

all structures in its group; C is combinatorial factor as usual.  P_SG value characterizes 

individual structure.  For a set S containing n tessellated structures of S1, S2, S3…Sn; 

P_SGijkl of structure Sm (1≤m≤n) is calculated as the log value of a quotient; where the 

numerator Fsijkl is the frequency of quadruplet ijkl of Sm , the denominator is product of 

the 4 amino acid frequencies of all n structures in S, multiplied by combinatorial factor C.  

Calculated as such, the denominator represents the random combination probability of the 

4 residues in set S. 

 

P_SA (Potential of Single structure quadruplet frequency by All residue combination 

probability):  Score P_SA is quadruplet potential of a single structure calculated on the 

residue combination probability background of all participating structures.  It is defined 

similar as P_SG with one major difference: 

   
lkji

ijkl
ijkl AaAaAaCAa

Fs
SAP log_ =    (4) 

where:  Fsijkl is the frequency of simplices having amino acid i, j, k, l at their vertices in 

one tessellated structure; Aai, Aaj, Aak, Aal are frequencies of residue i, j, k, l of all 

structures in an computational experiment; C is combinatorial factor.  Like P_SG, P_SA 

value characterizes individual structure.  For multiple set Sa, Sb…Sm containing a, b… m 

structures; P_SAijkl of structure Sa
n (1≤n≤a) is calculated as the log value of a quotient; 

where the numerator Fsijkl is the frequency of quadruplet ijkl of Sa
n, the denominator is 
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product of the 4 residue frequencies of all structures in set Sa, Sb…Sm, multiplied by C.  

The denominator represents the universal combinatorial probability background of the 4 

residues of all structures in the considered scope.  Since set Sa, Sb…Sm likely contain 

structures of different categories, this denominator provided a uniformed quadruplet 

frequency normalization factor across different set. 

 

AAC (Amino Acid Composition):  amino acid composition is simply the ratio of each 

type of amino acid residues to total residues.  It can be applied to any number of 

participating proteins; but mostly applied to a single structure in this study.  Definition 

equation is as follow: 

   
N
NAAC r

r =      (5) 

where:  AACr is the composition of residue r; Nr is the number of residue r in selected 

structure(s); N is the total number of residues.  Since there are 20 different amino acids in 

nature alphabet, AAC vector has 20 values for targeted protein set.  In case of reduced 

alphabet, number of element of AAC vector follows the reduced alphabet. 

 

Tetrahedrality: as introduced in previous publication 48 Tetrahedrality is a quantitative 

measure of the degree of distortion of the simplices from ideal tetrahedron.   

 

   ∑
>

−=
ji

ji lllT 22 15)(    (6) 
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where:  il  is the length of the i-th edge, and l is the mean length of the edges of the given 

simplex.  Tetrahedrality describes one simplex.  The statistical trend from a set of 

simplices would be more meaningful. 

 

Average volume:  every simplex is an irregular tetrahedron in space.  Average volume of 

a group of simplices is another statistical measure of.   

 

3.3.2 Feature Vectors by Vector Combination 

Modeling feature vectors introduced above are descriptors for individual protein structure 

except the original quadruplet potential.  Tetrahedrality and average volume values can 

be calculated for an individual structure too.  Quadruplet potential of a protein structure 

expressed as a vector of multiple scalar elements.  Size of this vector is equal to number 

of possible quadruplets generated by Delaunay tessellation.  Thus, a structure can be 

easily represented by a combination of its modeling vectors to achieve a better modeling 

effect. 

 

We have learned that there are 8855 quadruplets under 20-letter natural residue alphabet.  

To avoid this big number our feature vectors can be constructed under a variety of 

reduced alphabets.  Under 2, 3, 4, 5-letter alphabet, there are 5, 15, 35, 105 quadruplets 

respectively.  Quadruplet based feature vectors will have size equal to these numbers.  

AAC vectors will have size of 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively.  Combination of feature vector 

was done by directly joining elements of a vector to another.  The size of resulting vector 
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will be the sum of the size of joining vectors.  We built combined feature vectors by join 

quadruplet potentials and AAC in this work to characterize a structure.  For example, 

P_SG_AAC under reduced alphabet 3WW has 18 elements, 15 coming from P_SG and 3 

from AAC. 

 

3.3.3 NULL Value in Vector Element 

All feature vectors’ elements listed above are numerical in their essence.  There are 

chances that certain quadruplets or amino acid residues are absent in some structures.  In 

these cases, corresponding element values are “NULL”.  However, subsequent statistical 

data processing requires these values to be numerical as normal.  We made up the rules to 

do a conversion in order to maintain them as numerical.  All potential values except 

P_SN are in form of logX where X is a small number.  In case of “NULL”, the numerator, 

quadruplet frequency is zero; “log 0.0” equals to negative infinity.  Participation of 

negative infinity or a very large negative number would distort statistical calculation 

results.  To reflect the nature but avoid the distortion, we substitute “NULL” by an 

integer whose value is immediately less than the minimum of all quadruplet potential 

values in one calculation series.  Thus, “NULL” quadruplets will still reasonably hold the 

lowest potential values.  Empirically this number is “-3”.  Such a conservative 

substitution would benefit the discrimination specificity but undermine the sensitivity.  

“NULL” value situation created no problem for the calculation of P_SN and amino acid 

composition.  We assign zero to “NULL” element value in tetrahedrality and average 

volume calculation. 
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3.4 Preparation of Protein Structure Datasets for Discrimination 

 

Organism-dependent features in a protein structure is not clearly described or discussed 

by existing publications.  Machine learning/classification system will be trained by 

sample feature vectors with a class label for configuration.  In this supervised 

training/testing process, sufficient numbers of unbiased protein structures of organisms of 

interest are the most important materials of this study.  In every round of discrimination 

experiment they are the original raw starting material for both training and testing dataset.  

We have made 3 kinds of structure dataset preparation for one organism.  (1) Whole 

protein chain structures from PDB bank, which are packed intact product of evolution.  (2) 

Categorized domain structures from SCOP, which are recognized segment of a protein 

chain.  (3) Domain structures of paired organisms matched at SCOP family level. 

 

3.4.1 Protein Whole Chain Structure Datasets of an Organism 

First, all PDB entries of a selected organism were extracted.  PDB site used to keep a 

double columns text file (source_idx.txt) listing all structure entries with organisms origin.  

As the time this manual script is writing, it allows user browse the organism hierarchy to 

the organism of interest; and retrieval all structure entries of that organism by a hyperlink.  

Extracted PDB entries may contain more than one protein chains which have to be 

separated.  So, the second step is to attach chain numbers to any multi-chain entry to 

make each chain a separate entry.  It was accomplished by a custom written shell script 

going through each structure entry and checks their PDB files.  It attaches chain numbers 
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to an entry according to what is found in its PDB file and make new structure dataset of 

individual chains.  The third step is to remove unqualified protein chains from the dataset.   

Per the requirement of tessellation, structures having gap, alternative atom or unknown 

amino acid residues in its file are considered “not qualified”.  This step was performed by 

a JAVA program “Filter”.  “Filter” is one of the JAVA programs in the package 

originally developed by ZhiBin Lu; and was improved and updated for this work.  

Qualified structure entries were subject to culling.  Culling step is to remove similar 

member proteins to prevent some sequences being over populated in the set.  Sequence 

identity was limited within 30% for resulting dataset in this work.  Software package 

PISCES were downloaded from http://dunbrack.fccc.edu/pisces/ and was run on a local 

Macintosh computer67 for culling.  Since PISCES keep an updated BLASTDB which has 

profiles from all PDB protein sequences, culling of whole chain dataset does not need to 

supply any protein sequences.  Structure entries shared by other organisms (some 

organism share exactly the same protein) were removed from the resulting structure 

dataset to finalize the structure dataset preparation. 

 

3.4.2 Protein Domain Structures of an Organism 

Structure entries of protein domains are categorized in SCOP database.  It could be an 

intact protein chain or a continuous section of a chain.  Domains are classified in a 

hierarchical structure.  SCOP site allows its whole database data to be downloaded as a 

specially formatted text file which is the first step of our preparation.  This file was 

parsed into a relational styled text file.  Structure entries of organisms of interest were 
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then extracted from it by their taxonomical name.  Unlike entries from PDB, SCOP 

entries already have their chain number specified.  For domains occupying partial chain 

starting and ending positions were marked by numbers of the residue on primary 

sequence.  Domain structures of selected organism were qualified by “Filter” program.  

Likewise, any entries having gap, unknown residue and alternative residue will be 

disqualified and subjected to a removal.  Structure dataset has not been culled yet at this 

step so contains many homologous member domains.  For our purpose we limit the 

sequence identity within a collection of structure dataset less or equal to 30%.  Since 

PISCES does not have profiles of protein domain sequences, actual sequences have to be 

supplied for doing culling.  To do that all sequences of listed protein domains were 

collected from their PDB files and formatted into FASTA format by custom program.  

Program tools in PISCES package cull the dataset based on actual FASTA sequences to 

limit the group wise sequence identity.  Structure entries shared with other organisms 

were removed to finalize the data preparation. 

 

3.4.3 Domain Structures Matched at SCOP Family Level between Paired 

Organisms 

SCOP classification hierarchy levels are: class, fold, super family, family.  Protein 

domains in the same family have higher similarity.  To get family level matched protein 

domains for a pair of organisms, parsed SCOP database file was imported into a MS 

ACCESS database table.  A custom written SQL query performed the data retrieval.  It 

yields 2 structure datasets for paired 2 organisms containing member structures belong to 
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same set of SCOP families.  At least one structure entry of both organisms is in each 

SCOP family in this set.  Then, the “Filter” program removes any unqualified entries if 

their PDB files containing gap, alternative residue or unknown amino acid.  Possibly, this 

step made one organism lost all its structures in one family, this family and all belonging 

structures have to be dropped from the dataset.  For each SCOP family a pair of entries 

was manually selected for the two organisms.  We keep the length of the two sequences 

as close as possible between a paired organism; and keep the sequence length as uniform 

as possible across all families during our manual selection.  Since the SCOP family is 

already categorized, and there is only one entry was selected for each family, culling is 

not necessary. 

 

3.5 Discrimination by Supervised Machine Learning Classifiers 

 

Supervised machine learning algorithms are among the most efficient classification 

methods.  In this process feature vectors with organism identity labels were supplied to 

classifier of a particular algorithm as training set (the term “classifier” and “classification 

algorithm” will be used interchangeably later.).  The discrimination accuracy on testing 

set is monitored by AUC values after the classifier execution.  AUC is a single numerical 

value to assess the classifier’s classification/discrimination accuracy.  It stands for area 

under the ROC curve; which comes from the field of signal detection.  ROC stands for 

Receiver Operating Characteristic.  The curve is a plot of sensitivity vs. (1-specificity) for 

binary classification; or can be illustrated as true positive vs. false positive in 
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discrimination decision success.  AUC value theoretically is between 0 and 1; but mostly 

between 0.5 and 1.  If a classifier discriminate all testing case right, AUC is 1; if all case 

wrong, AUC is 0; for a random guessing effort, AUC will be around 0.5. 

 

3.6 WEKA Package and Its Classification Algorithms 

 

WEKA is an open source machine learning/data mining software package developed in 

JAVA by University of Waikato in New Zealand68.  The software was issued under the 

GNU General Public License and can be downloaded free at 

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.  WEKA package is continuously making its 

update.  WEKA version 3.5.5 is used through this work.  Although the WEKA 

installation is platform-dependent; the input/output data file is plain text which can be 

shared across platforms.  WEKA has 4 different interfaces.  Two of them were frequently 

used in this work.  WEKA EXPLORER allows the user to run a particular algorithm with 

user definable parameters.  It also provided various ways to visualize your data.  WEKA 

EXPERIMENTER allows the user to test a list of selected classifiers by one set of input 

data.  Running parameters of each classifier can be optionally modified.  WEKA 3.5.5 

has a collection of 105 classification algorithms.  They all have been tested with their 

default running parameters in this work.  One set of feature vector values were supplied 

for both training and testing.  Each classifier does 10x10 fold validation inside its 

execution.  105 WEKA classification algorithms were categorized into a few categories.  
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Not all algorithms applicable to our data.  Inapplicable and poorly performed algorithms 

were removed from further testing.  There are 26 classifiers regularly in service.  

 

3.7 Data Processing Pipeline to Obtain an AUC Value 

 

Given protein structures, are there any organism-dependent features in them?  Can our 

data models catch those features in a way that allow a classifier to discriminate each 

individual structure successfully?  To answer this critical question, we started from 

structures of distinctive organisms which have relatively more structures deposited in 

PDB.  Discrimination of structures between paired organisms is the most basic yet most 

important step. 

 

For a selected organism we first collect a set of structures which would represent 

structures of this organism with a “sense of fairness”; though absolute fairness is 

impossible.  We have summarized 3 ways of doing that in section 3.4.  Each way has its 

own “sense of fairness” advantages.  Based on these structures a feature vector is then 

generated through Delaunay tessellation for each structure.  List of feature vectors have 

been introduced in section 3.3.  Choice of feature vectors and reduced alphabets created 

varieties in multiple dimensions, especially for combined feature vectors. Modeling 

vector values are then labeled by their organism identities and serve as input data to a 

WEKA classifier.  The classifiers executing supervised learning algorithms do 10x10 fold 

validations and estimate their discrimination capability by resulting AUC values.  A 
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higher AUC indicates a more successful discrimination by using a particular modeling 

vector; which, meanwhile, indicated that organism-dependent information was 

successfully modeled by this feature vector and an effective algorithm was executed for 

the recognition of this signal. 

 

3.8 Software Tools for Calculation and Data Handling 

 

Protein structure tessellation was done by Qhull program 55 compiled and run on MAC 

OS X (www.qhull.org).  Programs for protein structure computational geometry 

calculation were originally developed in JAVA by Zhibin Lu.  Related programs were 

modified, upgraded for this study.  WEKA is developed by University of Waikato in New 

Zealand issued under the GNU General Public License 68.  It can be downloaded free at 

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.  WEKA version 3.5.5 was used in this work 

running on PC with either windows XP or a LINUX system.  Other data management and 

processing programs were specifically designed and implemented for this project. 
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4.  Identification of Data Models for the Discrimination of Proteins by 

Organism-Dependent Features in 3-Dimensional Structure 

 

4.1 Abstract 

 

Previous research on organism-dependent features has been focused on protein sequences 

and amino acid composition.  Organism-dependent features in 3D structure of a protein 

have not been reported.  The first significant step is to confirm the existence of such 

features and model it in a form so allow the discrimination of the source organisms of a 

protein structure by this descriptor.  In this chapter, a few data models for organism-

dependent structure features have been introduced.  Models are composed of residue 

composition and structure geometry measures derived from Delaunay tessellation.  Those 

models achieved impressive discrimination success rate by supervised machine learning 

classification algorithms.  Though the selection of data models was mainly performed on 

proteins of human/yeast pair; similar process on other selected organism pairs suggested 

the universal applicability of these data models.  These data models also showed 

significant advantages over reported residue composition model.  This data model is an 

efficient descriptor for organism-dependent features in protein structure. 
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4.2 Overview 

 

This chapter is the most critical part of this study.  We hypothesized there are organism-

dependent features dwelled inside 3D structure of a protein.  To prove that, we made up 

data models as a descriptor of organism-dependent features based on 3-D structural 

information of a protein.  By the model, there ought to be at least one method which 

allows the discrimination of proteins of alternative sources with an acceptable success 

rate.  Searching for and identifying the characters of best data models in discriminating 

protein structures from two organisms are the main theme of this chapter.  A set of trial 

feature vectors were constructed according to previous experiences which are based on 

amino acid composition and Delaunay tessellation generated quadruplet potential data.  

Discrimination algorithms are screened from ready-made classification algorithms in 

WEKA package.  We used mainly SCOP family matched domain structures from human 

and yeast as a pair for the search.  There are a few reasons for the choice of these 2 

species: (1) they both have relatively abundant solved structures available; (2) they both 

are eukaryote which means they don’t have a drastic difference in their residue 

composition.  The potential success of discrimination indicates the involvement of 

structural component better; (3) the evolution gap between these 2 organisms are likely to 

offer detectable differences.  The search for efficient feature vectors by human/yeast 

sample domain structures was successful.  After the identification of efficient feature 

vectors, we provided further support and details to our discovery by a series of similar 

computational experiments.  These include testing on other organism pairs; effect of 
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simplex types; whole protein chain structures etc.   Negative searching results are also 

archived in this chapter for reference. 

 

4.3 Materials and Methods 

 

4.3.1 Structure Dataset for Organism Pairs 

As described in 3.4.3, we prepared structure dataset for paired organisms starting from 

classified structures in SCOP.  Domain structures of paired organisms are paired from a 

set of SCOP families.  There are total 5 organisms making up 6 pairs in this part of the 

study.  Number of protein families shared between a particular pair of organisms is 

determined by the availability of solved structures.  Participating organisms are listed in 

table 4.3.1a.  By the abbreviation of those organisms and the number of structures for 

each organism in the pair, 6 SCOP family-matched structure entry dataset are named as 

H94/Y94, Y62/E62, Y28/T28, E84/T84, M42/Y42 and E56/R56.  Human/Yeast pair was 

heavily used in this study which was prepared from SCOP1.69 while others were 

prepared from SCOP1.71.  Table 4.3.1b gives more illustrative view of the datasets.  

Structure entry datasets were detailed in file <StructuresOfPairedOrganisms.xls>. 
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Table 4.3.1a    Collection of organisms. 

Abbreviation Organism Binomial name 

H Human Homo sapiens 
M Mouse Mus musculus 

Y Baker's yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

E E. coli Escherichia coli 

T T. thermophilus Thermus thermophilus 

R T. maritima Thermotoga maritima 
 
 

 

 

Table 4.3.1b    Organisms pairing and number of SCOP family matched domain structures. 

 H M Y E T R 

H   94    

M   42    

Y 94 42  62 28  

E   62  84 56 

T   28 84   

R    56   
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Following the method introduced in 3.4.1, whole protein structure dataset of human and 

yeast were also prepared.  The preparation was started from source_idx.txt file download 

from PDB site.  It holds 43186 entries.  Among them there are 9449 human, 1138 yeast 

entries.  14 entries were shared between these 2 organisms and were removed from both 

sets subsequently.  After culling the dataset contain 832 human proteins, 201 yeast 

proteins.  This dataset is referred to as H832/Y201. 

 

4.3.2 Vectors Involved in This Part 

Modeling vectors studied in this chapter have been defined in 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 clearly.  

Basic vectors include AAC, P_S, P_SN, P_SG and P_SA.  Combined vectors bear the 

form of XXX_AAC(alpha). 

 

4.3.3 Choice of Classification Algorithms 

A classification algorithm has its requirement for its input data.  Our data are not 

qualifying for all of them.  However, it is not necessary and not possible to test our data 

on all algorithms in this world.  A relatively wide variety of classifiers coverage or a few 

successful cases will prove the point.  The first round test covered 60 classifiers whose 

input data requirement were met by our data.  This list was cut to 51, and then 26 

classifiers due to the removal of low efficiency member classifiers and members with 

very similar algorithm.  26 classifiers covered many popular algorithms in wide category 

spectrum including NaiveBayes, SVM, NeuroNetwork, RandomForest and Decision tree 
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et al.  All tested algorithms were collected in software package WEKA 3.5.5 and can be 

executed by their default parameters.  They are listed in table 4.3.3. 

 

 

 

Table 4.3.3    Applied WEKA classification algorithms.   
Longest list contain 60 algorithms.  51 algorithms list is marked by “#” in the 3rd column.  26 
algorithms list is marked by “##” in the 4th column. 
 

 60 algorithms 51 Classifiers 26 Classifiers 
1 bayes.BayesNet # ## 
2 bayes.NaiveBayes # ## 
3 bayes.NaiveBayesSimple   
4 bayes.NaiveBayesUpdateable #  
5 functions.Logistic # ## 
6 functions.MultilayerPerceptron # ## 
7 functions.RBFNetwork #  
8 functions.SimpleLogistic # ## 
9 functions.SMO # ## 

10 functions.VotedPerceptron # ## 
11 lazy.IB1 #  
12 lazy.IBk #  
13 lazy.KStar #  
14 lazy.LWL # ## 
15 meta.AdaBoostM1 # ## 
16 meta.AttributeSelectedClassifier # ## 
17 meta.Bagging # ## 
18 meta.ClassificationViaRegression # ## 
19 meta.CVParameterSelection   
20 meta.Dagging #  
21 meta.Decorate # ## 
22 meta.END #  
23 meta.EnsembleSelection #  
24 meta.FilteredClassifier #  
25 meta.Grading   
26 meta.LogitBoost # ## 
27 meta.MultiBoostAB # ## 
28 meta.MultiClassClassifier # ## 
29 meta.MultiScheme   
30 meta.OrdinalClassClassifier #  
31 meta.RacedIncrementalLogitBoost   
32 meta.RandomCommittee #  
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33 meta.RandomSubSpace #  
34 meta.Stacking   
35 meta.StackingC   
36 meta.ThresholdSelector # ## 
37 meta.Vote   
38 meta.nestedDichotomies.ClassBalancedND #  
39 meta.nestedDichotomies.DataNearBalancedND #  
40 meta.nestedDichotomies.ND #  
41 misc.FLR #  
42 misc.HyperPipes #  
43 misc.VFI # ## 
44 trees.ADTree # ## 
45 trees.BFTree #  
46 trees.DecisionStump # ## 
47 trees.J48 # ## 
48 trees.LMT # ## 
49 trees.NBTree # ## 
50 trees.RandomForest # ## 
51 trees.RandomTree #  
52 trees.REPTree #  
53 trees.SimpleCart # ## 
54 rules.ConjunctiveRule #  
55 rules.JRip # ## 
56 rules.NNge #  
57 rules.OneR #  
58 rules.PART #  
59 rules.Ridor #  
60 rules.ZeroR   
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4.3.4 H94/Y94 Organism Identity Shuffling 

H94/Y94 contains 94 human and 94 yeast protein domain structures belong to 94 SCOP 

protein families respectively.  True organism identities were attached to every structure in 

discrimination experiments.  A pseudo-randomly identified negative control dataset is 

designed to verify the data processing pipeline which would have half of the structure 

entries’ organism origin alternatively identified.  To do that, the following were done: (1) 

randomly select 47 from the 94 SCOP families.  (2) Exchange structure entries of those 

47 families between human and yeast groups.  Then half human protein structures were 

correctly identified while the rest half were identified as yeast proteins.  The same 

situation happened to yeast structure group. 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

 

4.4.1 Identification of Organism-Dependent Feature Vectors of Protein Structures 

by Using H94/Y94 Dataset 

Using H94/Y94 dataset, a series of computational geometry data models were 

experimented through a wide range of classification algorithms.  As stated previously, 

there are a few good reasons to start from human/yeast organism pair for the searching of 

organism-dependent feature data models.  H94/Y94 dataset contains total 94x2=188 

SCOP domains, covering 94 SCOP families for both species.  Dataset like this minimizes 

protein family oriented differences between proteins of the 2 organisms.  We identified 2 

feature vectors which model the organism-dependent features of a protein structure quite 
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accurate.  These two feature vectors allow a list of classifiers to discriminate one domain 

structure between the paired organisms with high success rate.  Discrimination capability 

of the 2 identified feature vectors were indicated by high AUC values generated through 

executions of selected classifiers, as well as by their superior discrimination accuracy to 

model of amino acid composition.  These 2 feature vectors are: P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and 

P_SG_AAC(3WW). 

 

As shown in Table 4.4.1, feature vector P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW) 

produced impressive AUC values through the execution of the 26 selected classifiers.  

Though individual algorithm dependent, the 2 feature vectors showed significantly higher 

overall discrimination success rate than that of AAC(20).  Average AUC value of 

P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW) are around 0.8 while that of AAC(20) is less 

than 0.65.  The maximum AUC of them are 0.95 and 0.94 respectively while that of 

AAC(20) is a much lower 0.7.  This result demonstrated better data models for organism-

dependent features of protein than amino acid composition which recognized by previous 

research publications. 
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Table 4.4.1    AUC values generated by selected algorithms utilizing identified modeling 
feature vectors.  Modeling vectors P_SG_AAC(2EJ1), P_SG_AAC(3WW) and AAC(20) with 
AUC values listed in 3 columns.  Average and maximum AUC values are listed at the bottom 2 
rows.  Any value over 0.8 is in bold font.  It shows the advantage of P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and 
P_SG_AAC(3WW) over AAC(20). 
 
Algorithms 2EJ1 3WW AAC(20) 
(1) bayes.BayesNet 0.76 0.75 0.53 
(2) bayes.NaiveBayes 0.63 0.7 0.6 
(3) functions.Logistic 0.87 0.9 0.69 
(4) functions.MultilayerPerceptron 0.74 0.94 0.63 
(5) functions.SimpleLogistic 0.76 0.91 0.68 
(6) functions.SMO 0.56 0.77 0.67 
(7) functions.VotedPerceptron 0.56 0.7 0.62 
(8) lazy.LWL 0.78 0.75 0.69 
(9) meta.AdaBoostM1 0.81 0.8 0.7 
(10) meta.AttributeSelectedClassifier 0.73 0.69 0.56 
(11) meta.Bagging 0.93 0.8 0.69 
(12) meta.ClassificationViaRegression 0.92 0.87 0.65 
(13) meta.Decorate 0.92 0.74 0.6 
(14) meta.LogitBoost 0.88 0.82 0.7 
(15) meta.MultiBoostAB 0.76 0.77 0.67 
(16) meta.MultiClassClassifier 0.87 0.9 0.69 
(17) meta.ThresholdSelector 0.87 0.9 0.69 
(18) misc.VFI 0.7 0.56 0.55 
(19) trees.ADTree 0.89 0.79 0.65 
(20) trees.DecisionStump 0.6 0.65 0.59 
(21) trees.J48 0.89 0.68 0.58 
(22) trees.LMT 0.93 0.91 0.68 
(23) trees.NBTree 0.78 0.71 0.55 
(24) trees.RandomForest 0.95 0.78 0.67 
(25) trees.SimpleCart 0.9 0.69 0.57 
(26) rules.JRip 0.86 0.66 0.59 

Average  0.802 0.775 0.634 
Max 0.95 0.94 0.7 
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4.4.2 Identified Feature Vectors over Other Related Data Models 

Identified feature vectors P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW) are combined 

modeling vectors.  They have residue compositional elements (AAC) and structural 

geometry elements (P_SG); both parts of calculation were implemented under one 

reduced residue alphabet.  Although the choice of reduced residue alphabet and choice of 

modeling vector itself can have a huge impact on the discrimination capabilities of those 

feature vectors; the comparison of discrimination capability of identified feature vectors 

to other similarly vectors still prove certain point.  Figure 4.4.2 shows the statistics of 

AUC values from the executions of the 26 classifiers on dataset H94/Y94.  7 modeling 

vectors were chosen; compositional vector AAC, vector P_SG and combined vector 

P_SG_AAC under same 2 reduced alphabets (2EJ1, 3WW) with AAC(20) as a reference 

vector.  The upper and lower edges of box stand for the 75, 25 percentile values.  Middle 

line is the median while position of a square hole shows the mean.  Besides the mean 

value, another critical value is the maximum which was shown by the upper whisker of 

the maximum/minimum whisker display.  AAC(2EJ1) and AAC(3WW) are 

compositional vectors under reduced alphabet.  They provided marginal positive 

discrimination.  Residue composition vector shows higher accuracy when natural residue 

alphabet was adopted; the maximum AUC reached 0.7.  P_SG(2EJ1) and P_SG(3WW) 

are quadruplet potential vectors.  They performed surprisingly better than AAC(20) by all 

statistical measures.  P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW) showed significantly 

higher discrimination accuracy.  Their advantages over other vectors are apparent. 
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This result supports that organism-dependent features are contributed by both 

compositional and structural topological features of a protein, which can be effectively 

modeled by combined vector elements.  Those feature vectors provided significant 

discrimination capability; although the compositional vectors alone have significantly 

lower capability.  Contribution of structural topological components to the discrimination 

can be seen by the AUC statistics of either vector P_SG(2EJ1,3WW) and 

P_SG_AAC(2EJ1,3WW).  Be noticed, while the 2 identified feature vectors have higher 

discrimination capabilities while they have fewer elements (7 and 18) than AAC(20). 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4.4.2 Comparison of discrimination capability of 2 identified feature vectors to 
other related vectors by AUC statistics.  Columns of box plot showed statistics of AUC values 
of 7 modeling feature vectors indicated on x-axle.  Each box was plotted using AUC values from 
the 26 classifier executions.  Box edges are 75 and 25 percentile; line in the middle of each box is 
median value; square hole is the mean; whiskers represent maximum and minimum. 
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4.4.3 Identified Feature Vectors Validated by Pseudo-Random ID Experiment 

Although dataset H94/Y94 was designed to minimize the structural topological and 

compositional differences originated from anything other than species; a potential artifact 

of the discrimination was still possible due to the limited number of available structures 

files under the background of the complexity of proteins structures.  Applying negative 

controls is one way to confirm this positive result.  To verify the validity of the whole 

data processing pipeline towards discrimination experiment by identified feature vectors 

we created control datasets from H94/Y94 by randomly giving each domain structure an 

alternative organism identity.  Repeated 5 times, these independently created 5 datasets 

have the same domain structures as the original H94/Y94; but organism identity of half 

“random” selected entries was alternatively labeled.  Such a dataset would provide 

controversial organism-dependent feature information to establish a model during the 

training phase of an execution.  Then, the alternatively labeled testing structural dataset 

would provide noisy organism-dependent information for an ill-trained data model to 

make a mis-educated classification if the feature vector was indeed an efficient organism-

dependent model.  A significant higher than random guessing discrimination under this 

condition would indicate tested models are catching features not actually organism-

dependent. 

 

Five control datasets together with correctly identified H94/Y94 were all processed 

through the pipeline.   Selected 26 classifier executions would produce 26 AUC values 

for each dataset using one feature vectors.  Figure 4.4.3 shows the result of discrimination 
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by data model P_SG_AAC(3WW).  In this figure AUC values generated through 26 

executions using one dataset are represented by 26 shapes along x-axle.  5 empty shape 

series represent controls; the big, solid black diamond series represented the correctly 

identified dataset as the legend indicated.  A gray dotted horizontal line marked the level 

of AUC=0.5, a result level of random guessing.  Though not all classifiers were capable 

of producing impressive discrimination accuracy on dataset with true organism identity; 

except a weak performer of the 18th, all the rest of classifiers delivered far better 

discrimination on dataset with true ID than alternatively identified controls.  As one view, 

empty shapes paved around AUC=0.5 reference line without identifiable pattern.  

Incidental higher values (close to 0.6) are classifier dependent.  There is no consistent 

greater than 0.5 AUC values by control dataset. 
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Figure 4.4.3    Discrimination results of the 26 classifiers on organism identity correctly and 
alternatively labeled H94/Y94 domain structure datasets 
 

 

 

4.4.4 The Characteristics of Identified Feature Vectors by Learning Curves 

AUC values represent the discrimination capabilities of classifiers, so the data modeling 

accuracies of feature vectors in the particular case; but these values are calculated based 

on the particular dataset containing particular members which is not yet a representation 

in general.  Learning curves allow the monitoring of discrimination process by 

alternatively composed structure datasets and the progress of training along the increase 

of training data supply.  We plotted a series of learning curves for the evaluation of 
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modeling feature vectors and classifiers with many alternative datasets.  The curves also 

helped to determine the number of structures for a confident discrimination experiment. 

 

Our learning curve plots the accuracy (AUC) of a classifier’s discrimination execution 

against training/testing dataset of a series of sizes.  A point in one series represents an 

average AUC value obtained by the algorithm executions using indicated training/testing 

dataset size.  Proteins, in nature, are highly diversified even though they are from the very 

same organism.  For this reason, an AUC averaged from multiple dataset of equivalent 

size justified the precision and variation of this value.  In our plot, the average AUC value 

is generated from 10 independent repeats.  We plot groups of learning curves based on 

H94/Y94 dataset.  Each curve has 5 anchoring points.  To do that, dataset containing 

20(H20/Y20), 40(H40/Y40), 60 (H60/Y60) and 80(H80/Y80) SCOP families were 

randomly selected from H94/Y94.  At each point this selection was repeated 10 times in a 

bootstrap fashion.  The average AUC was calculated from 10 independent AUC values to 

represent the classifier’s discrimination accuracy obtained from using a subset of 

H94/Y94.  Full dataset H94/Y94 served as number point 94.  There are total of 

(4x10+1)*26=1066 executions required for the plotting of each panel in figure 4.4.4.   

 

Figure 4.4.4 has 5 panels for 5 modeling feature vectors as the subtitle indicated.  There 

are 26 curves in each panel from the executions of 26 classifiers.  Scales and legends of 5 

panels are uniformed.  Interesting classifiers were marked by brighter color lines other 

than gray.  Ideally, a learning curve was expected going upwards with increased training 
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dataset size until it reaches a plateau.  The overall trend of curves in figure 4.4.4 fit into 

this pattern; though it varies individually.  The only exception is panel P_SG(3WW) 

showing a different pattern.  Curves in this panel are rather flat and were held at a 

relatively low AUC level.  The very top curve in panel P_SG_AAC(3WW) is an ideal 

case (first row, second column, green color).  In accordance to our earlier findings, the 

most desirable curves are in panels P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW).  The 

learning curves, especially those desirable ones, confirmed the discrimination 

performance we have seen earlier by identified feature vectors.  There are shared 

classifiers between feature vector P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW), and other 

vectors.  Interested classifiers are color marked in figure 4.4.4 which are mostly desirable 

classifiers.  This trend is especially clear in panel P_SG_AAC(3WW) where a group of 

curves positioned as a cluster significantly higher away from the rest.  Those curves 

reached their plateau region at about dataset size of 90.  The 2 previously identified 

feature vectors showed higher discrimination capability at every anchoring point.  This 

result further proved the validity of 2 identified vectors in protein discrimination by 

structure based organism-dependent features.  Since the accuracy of classifiers are 

become relatively stable above dataset size of 40, discrimination experiment using 

structures dataset of 40 and more can be considered valid.  Our previous experiments 

based on H94/Y94 are comfortably valid. 

 

The distribution of curves in each panel is also interesting.  Curves of P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) 

positioned higher overall but spread out along y-axel.  Curves of P_SG_AAC(3WW) 
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were roughly clustered into 2 groups while curves of its component vector P_SG(3WW) 

are flat.  P_SG(3WW) and AAC(3WW) are likely acting in synergy.  This implies some 

interesting classification mechanisms which might be biologically meaningful.  Top pick 

classifiers for P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW) are not identical.  It can be 

distinguished by those colored lines.  As a reference AAC(20) showed much more 

uniformed curve shapes.  This is a significant difference between feature vectors of 

structural information components and vector of only residue composition component.  In 

a words, this figure presented results in agreement to what has been presented in figure 

4.4.2 with more details. 
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Figure 4.4.4    Learning curves of classifiers of some related modeling feature vectors 
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4.4.5 Effect of Identified Feature Vectors on Proteins of Other Pairing Organisms 

As stated, the identification of organism-dependent feature vectors has been conducted by 

H94/Y94 dataset.  Possible bias originated from different families of protein domains are 

justified by picking family matched member structures between 2 organisms; but 

targeting organisms are still limited.  Though there isn’t any sign indicating the identified 

feature vectors are limited to this particular organism pair; direct proof from other 

organisms holding the final answer.  The 2 identified feature vectors were tested through 

protein structure datasets of other organism pairs using the same method. 

 

Structure datasets of 6 organism pairs (H94/Y94 included) were prepared as described in 

3.4.3, the same way as for H94/Y94.  It covered organisms ranging from highly 

developed mammals to prokaryote.  Although the number of available structures was 

limited in some pairs; results from them are enough indicative.  The 6 paired structure 

datasets are: H94/Y94, Y62/E62, Y28/T28, E84/T84, M42/Y42, E56/R56.  Each 

structure dataset of paired organisms was processed independently.  Using such a dataset, 

feature vector values of each domain structure was calculated and experimented by 

classifiers as both training and testing set.  The results were summarized in figure 4.4.5.  

The discrimination capabilities of P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW) are 

together with that of AAC(20) for each organism pair series.  There are 26 AUC values 

produced by 26 classifiers for one organism pair modeled by one feature vector.  The 

discrimination accuracy performance is well presented by the maximum and average. 
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Maximum AUC values obtained from classifier executions using each feature vector on 

each structure dataset were shown by solid shapes in panel A of figure 4.4.5.  Average 

AUC values were shown by empty shapes in panel B of the same figure.  These 2 panels 

expressed the same trend.  In both panels, triangle shapes represent vector AAC(20) 

which is always at the bottom of each series.  It was shown clearly that no matter with 

which organism pair the 2 identified feature vectors have better modeling accuracy than 

AAC(20).  The identified feature vectors through H94/Y94 dataset are valid between 

other paired organism structures.  In fact, to Y62/E62, Y28/T28 and E56/R56, we get 

stunningly good discrimination performance from P_SG_AAC(3WW).  Maximum AUC 

value reached 1.0.  The same result happened to P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) of E/84/T84 too. 

 

 

Figure 4.4.5    Discrimination performance of identified feature vectors on structure 
datasets of organism pairs.  (A) Maximum AUC obtained from selected classifiers. (B) Average 
AUC obtained from selected classifiers. 
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4.4.6 Effect of Identified Feature Vectors on Protein Whole Chain Structures 

Feature vector P_SG_AAC(2EJ1, 3WW) were identified and verified by using SCOP 

domain structure datasets of multiple organism pairs.  There are strong points to employ 

such datasets to prevent biased training in machine learning algorithms.  However, it 

faces drawbacks.  Practically, it is hard to collect enough structure data for an organism.  

Protein structures are resolved by costly experimental process in an individual basis.  

Existing domain structures which are capable of being matched at SCOP family level 

between targeted organisms are very limited.  This is especially true if we extend our 

effort to more than 2 organisms.  Secondly, organism-dependent features in proteins of 

different families may not be the same form.  Using family matched domain structures 

for training may over emphasized those features of training set families while it may not 

fit the case of testing set.  This is especially prominent when the size of structure dataset 

is small.  An alternative way to test the validity of identified feature vectors is by using 

randomly selected protein whole chain structures.  Random selection allows wider 

structure sampling due to its loose restriction.  Characteristics in both training and testing 

set are more generic in random dataset. 

 

To prepare such dataset for human/yeast organism pair for testing, 150 protein whole 

chain structure entries were randomly selected from H832 and Y201 respectively.  The 

selection was repeated 10 times in a bootstrap fashion to generate ten independent 

H150/Y150 datasets.  Each H150/Y150 dataset was processed independently.  

Discrimination experiments on one dataset were conducted by the 26 classifiers based on 
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one feature vector.  Average value was calculated from 10 parallel experiments.  The 

results were shown in table 4.4.6 and figure 4.4.6. 

 

 

Table 4.4.6    Discrimination accuracy of identified feature vectors on randomly selected 
protein whole chain structures of human and yeast.  (Average results from 10 datasets of 
H150/Y150) 
 

 Grand Average 
Mean of best 

performed classifier 
P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) 0.862 0.981 

P_SG_AAC(3WW) 0.716 0.884 

AAC(20) 0.696 0.753 

 
 

 

 

Each AUC grand average value shown in the second column of table 4.4.6 was obtained 

from 10 repeats of the 26 classifier executions, total 260 executions.  Each value in the 

third column is the mean AUC value of 10 repeats of the best performed classifiers.  It 

represents the best discrimination accuracy achieved by that feature vector.  This result 

reassured the superior performance of P_SG_AAC(2EJ1, 3WW) over AAC(20) using 

alternatively prepared structure datasets.  In this particular case of organism pair, 

P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) is significantly stronger.  Figure 4.4.6 depicted more details of the 

performance of each individual classifier.  Solid dot series of P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) is 

significantly on top by almost every classifiers.  Solid triangle series of 
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P_SG_AAC(3WW) is significantly higher over AAC(20) in selected ones including the 

best performed algorithm.  Standard deviation of each data point is reasonably small 

which indicated the stability of this result; the discrimination is not individual protein 

dependent.  

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4.4.6    Discrimination performance of identified feature vectors by classifier on 
randomly sampled human/yeast whole chain structures. 
 

 

 

4.4.7 Organism-dependent Features Are Not Confined to Particular Types of 

Quadruplet 
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As illustrated in figure 1.2 (B), Delaunay simplices can be assigned to 5 types according 

to the relative position of participating residues on primary sequence.  Different simplex 

types could related to particular structure characters 51.  Both previously identified 2 

feature vectors adopted “no type” quadruplet potentials as elements, where quadruplet 

types are ignored.  If organism-dependent features can be well modeled by particular 

types of quadruplet, a better discrimination would likely be achieved by using one or part 

of typed vector values in modeling.  In order to find out the answer to this question, we 

constructed “typed” feature vectors by combining P_SG value of each individual type or 

separated types to AAC.  In such a way, only part of the structure topological information 

was represented in the feature vector but not AAC.   

Computational experiment results proved this hypothesis negative, as summarized in 

figure 4.4.7a and figure 4.4.7b.  Feature vectors based on individual type or some type 

combination of quadruplet did not allow the model to produce higher discrimination 

accuracy by the same classifiers. 

 

Figure 4.4.7a and figure 4.4.7b each contains 9 box plots of the AUC statistics of 

varieties of testing feature vector P_SG_AAC(2EJ1 and 3WW) on H94/Y94 dataset.  It is 

the statistics of AUC values produced by the 26 classifier executions.  9 varieties are 

indicated along x-axis.  Taking figure 4.4.7b as an example, “All Simplices” vector did 

not distinguish quadruplet types; P_SG_AAC(3WW) has 18 elements.  “All types” vector 

took all quadruplets into account with their types distinguished.  It has 15*5+3=78 

elements therefore.  Every single quadruplet typed vector from type0 to type4 all has 18 
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elements.  We also added another 2 mixed vectors, type01 and type012.  The former 

contains 2 types of quadruplets which in turn has 15*2+3=33 elements.  The latter 

contains 3 types of quadruplets which made the feature vector containing 15*3+3=48 

elements.  Figure 4.4.7a of alphabet “2EJ1” is similarly arranged.  This figure shows that 

“All Simplices” P_SG_AAC(2EJ1and 3WW) is clearly the best choice for discrimination.  

The whiskers are maximum and minimum; square hole is the mean.  We do see that the 

discrimination performance is different among vectors of 5 types of quadruplet.  Among 

them, type0, type1 have better performance considering maximum AUC values while 

type3, type4 are at “marginally effective” level.  The power ranking trend is in a 

decreasing order from type0 to type4.  Putting more types of quadruplet into calculation 

did increased the accuracy a little in case of P_SG_AAC(3WW); but it is not sufficient; 

meanwhile the computational cost was increased significantly.  In a word, separating 

quadruplet types did not provide optimization or improvement for the discrimination 

performance of identified feature vectors. 
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Figure 4.4.7a    Comparison of discrimination capability of different quadruplet typed 
feature vector P_SG_AAC(2EJ1). 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4.4.7b Comparison of discrimination capability of different quadruplet typed 
feature vector P_SG_AAC(3WW). 
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4.4.8 Many Similar Data Models Were Found Less Efficient Than the Two 

Identified Feature Vectors 

There are many computational geometry features could be considered for modeling 

organism-dependent features of a protein structure.  Amino acid composition and a 

variety of quadruplet potentials were thought to be promising and got the focus of this 

study.  Residue reduction schemes added another dimension of complexity to this issue.  

Finding out the best modeling feature vector(s) is a problem of multiple dimension 

searches.  The question to ask is: which vector or combination could be the best for 

discrimination of protein by their organism-dependent features?  Although choice of 

sample organisms also has potential impact on the experiment result; using dataset 

H94/Y94 repeatedly minimized the uncertainty caused by organism differences in search 

of preferred feature vectors.  An unfortunate fact is the search along one dimension 

offered almost no referencing value to that of another dimension.  This situation is 

actually even worse since it provided only very limited help in the same dimension.  It 

made the guideline of feature vector search ambiguous.  By using the maximum and 

average AUC value as an indicator our search covered many different feature vectors and 

possible effective combinations until the above 2 outstanding feature vectors were 

identified.  This is by no means a claim that the 2 identified feature vectors are the only 

ones worked; or a claim that no other combinations could be better.  The rest of this 

section collected mostly less positive or negative results from discrimination experiments.   
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4.4.8.1 Feature Vector by Amino Acid Compositions under Reduced Residue 

Alphabets 

Previous research indicated that amino acid compositions of life in 3 kingdoms are 

noticeably different 36-38.  Those works are focusing on a statistical trend of whole 

proteome which was based on 20-letter natural amino acid residue alphabet.  

Identification of the organism origin of a single protein through automatic machine 

learning method was not seen.  Both trend analysis and identification of proteins based on 

reduced residue alphabet were not seen either.  Since amino acid composition is a very 

simple yet very valuable measure, we adopted it as the simplest data model to 

characterize individual protein structures early this study.   

 

Amino acid composition of individual protein structures in H94/Y94 were computed by 

using collected 48 reduced residue alphabets in addition to natural 20-letter alphabet as 

described by equation (5).  Composition data under each alphabet were feed to 60 

applicable WEKA algorithm classifiers as both training and testing dataset.  No structure 

data involved.  H94/Y94 dataset yielded 60x49=2940 AUC values.  They were arranged 

in a table of 60 rows and 49 columns.  To better visualize the trends, the table was 

transformed into an image of a mosaic.  Each cell was gray scaled by AUC value in it.  

The grayscale was one step darker every 0.05 AUC value increase.  Figure 4.4.8.1 shows 

the transformed image of the data table.  In this set of experiments, the highest AUC 

value is 0.7, generated under 20-letter alphabet.  20-letter alphabet group also has the 

highest average AUC value of 0.589.  The lowest value is 0.39, generated by alphabet 
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4LT1 and 5LX1.  Alphabet 4LT1 has the lowest average AUC of 0.475 among all 

alphabets.  Detailed data with 2 more dataset was stored electronically in 

<AAC_By49Alphabets.xls>.   

 

The experiment results are summarized as following: (1) Amino acid compositions of 

collected residue alphabets did not offer sufficient modeling accuracy for organism-

dependent features.  (2) Among all residue alphabets, AAC(20) of natural 20-letter 

performed the best. (The last column was shown as the darkest strip in the image.)  The 

darkest cells are also in this strip.  Using reduced alphabets, feature vector AAC(alpha) 

has fewer elements; computation was much faster but discrimination success rate was 

sacrificed.  (3) Among reduced alphabets, 2EJ1, 3EJ1, 4EJ1, 4KI5, 4SA1, 4SA2, 5EC, 

5KI5, 5MF, 5SA1, 5SA2 performed better than others.  EJ series alphabets performed 

significantly better benefited by their unbalanced residue grouping scheme.  This trend 

was indicated by the dark strips on the image (Figure 4.4.8.1).  There isn’t a clear trend 

on the benefit of number of letters in a reduced alphabet.  (4) Though algorithms’ 

performance is alphabet dependent; they are roughly in agreement between each alphabet.  

Some algorithms didn’t discriminate effectively with AUC around 0.5.  
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4.4.8.2 Effect of  Quadruplet Potential Type on the Quality of Discrimination 

We introduced 4 variations to the quadruplet potential originally introduced in 1996 48.  

The major difference is these potential values are calculated based on individual 

structures.  This is apparently more relevant and convenience in our 

modeling/discrimination process.  Many aspect of structure information has been 

revealed by utilizing the original quadruplet potential calculation; but those models failed 

to show sufficient capability in modeling organism-dependent structure features.  Four 

quadruplet potential variations were tested as an extension to the original potential 

measure. 

 

Testing experiment was again based on H94/Y94 dataset; 6 reduced alphabets were 

selected (3A, 3EJ1, 3SA2, 4A, 4EJ1, 4SA2).  We considered 5-letter alphabets brought 

too much computational burden for subsequent steps while 2-letter alphabet seems over 

simplified the situation.  These selected 3 and 4-letter alphabets represented typically 

performed alphabets in residue composition modeling. 

 

Values of feature vector Pot_S, Pot_SN, Pot_SG, Pot_SA were calculated as defined in 

3.3.1.  With previous experiences of AAC modeling we chose 51 classifiers from WEKA 

3.5.5.  4 feature vectors, 6 residue alphabets and 51 classifiers produced total 

4x6x51=1224 AUC values.  They were arranged in 4 major columns together with a 

column for AAC as reference; each major column contains 6 minor columns of alphabets.  

There are 51 rows for classifiers.  Data table was stored in file <PotentialVariations.xls>.   
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AUC values of this experiment are in the range of 0.39 – 0.66.  There are only 88 values 

greater or equal to 0.6, only one was over 0.65 out of 1224 AUC values.  Although most 

of the values are around 0.5, there is a very weak trend showing that the discrimination is 

better than guessing.  A weak but noticeable trend showed that alphabet reduction 

schemes make differences like shown in figure 4.4.8.1.  In a words, 4 variations of 

individual structure based quadruplet potential presented poor modeling of the organism-

dependent features of a protein.  Discrimination accuracies of a wide range of classifiers 

are disappointing. 

 

We have known that Delaunay simplice can be categorized into 5 types.  Structure 

research has been successfully taking the advantage of these characters of the simplice 

49,54.  Though 4 variations of “no type” quadruplet potential have been found poor models; 

there is no reason to believe the same for type separated vectors.  As a further search of 

the 4 variations of quadruplet potential we tested the discrimination capabilities of Pot_S, 

Pot_SN, Pot_SG and Pot_SA of each individual quadruplet types using H94/Y94 dataset.  

The same set of alphabets (3A, 3EJ1, 3SA2, 4A, 4EJ1, 4SA2) and classifiers were 

implemented.  Different combination of quadruplet types is too exhaustive to experiment 

them all; “all types” potentials were added indicatively to potentials of individual 

quadruplet types. 

 

This set of computational experiment searched 4 variations of potential, 6 reduced 

alphabets, 5 quadruplet types and 1 types’ combination by 51 classifiers; totally 
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51x6x6x4=7344 independent experiments.  This data was stored in 4 sheets in file 

<QuadrupletTypes.xls>.  Among data in all 4 sheets, the minimum is 0.36; the maximum 

is 0.67.  Most of the AUC values are around 0.5 within ±0.1 range.  Only a few values are 

greater than 0.65 or less than 0.40.  Data in 4 panels did not indicate any “outstanding 

types” for modeling features.  We do see that AUC value was dependent on the choice of 

feature vector, residue alphabet, quadruplet types and classifiers.  An identifiable trend is 

type3 was, in most of time, the weakest.  Feature vectors based on type3 enabled poor 

discrimination accuracy. 

 

4.4.8.3 Amino Acid Composition of Natural Residue Alphabet Presented No 

Discrimination Advantage over Reduced Set in Combined Feature Vectors 

It had been learned that both residue composition and variations of quadruplet potential 

are capable of modeling the organism-dependent features in certain degree though not 

sufficient.  Quadruplet potential is a structure topological measure and was normalized 

against residue frequencies in sequence.  It has no overlap with AAC value regarding the 

information they represent.  It is rational to combine them for more complete modeling 

effect.  To do that, we simply join their elements to make a new vector.  Quadruplet 

potentials were always calculated under a reduced alphabet in this study because the 

vector size resulted from using 20-letter alphabet.  In this situation, we have 2 ways to 

calculate the AAC data by either under the same reduced alphabet or a different one.  It 

was not quite rational to choose 2 different residue alphabets for 2 parts of a combined 

vector.  So, our options are AAC(20) or AAC(alpha) under the same reduced alphabet. 
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We selected three 4-letter alphabets (4A, 4EJ, 4SA2) for this experiment to test the 

combination effect with 4 variations of quadruplet potential by dataset H94/Y94.  To 

reduce the computing time classification were concentrated on the 26 classifiers based on 

previous experiment results.  Quadruplet types produced 7 “typed potential values” in the 

combined feature vectors.  They are 5 individual types plus “all types” and “no-type”.  

AUC values obtained by using combined feature vector were aligned side by side with 

topological feature vectors.  This comparison of 2 combined feature vector styles has 

total 26x7x2x3x4x2=8736 AUC values.  It was stored in file <PotAACStyle.xls>. 

 

Results showed that regardless which potential definition was adopted, which style of 

combination, which type of quadruplet, combined feature vector has certain advantages 

over its topological alone sibling vectors.  This trend is rather significant even though it is 

not absolutely true for all classifiers.  Combination of AAC of 20-letter alphabet added 

more elements to the combined feature vectors.  Combination of topological feature 

vector with AAC of 20-letter alphabet produced overall higher AUC values compared to 

AAC of reduced alphabets; but it did not produce the very top performance by these 

combination. 

 

The highest AUC value of P_XX_AAC(20) combination is 0.76.  This value together 

with other high AUC values was not sufficient in promoting adoption of AAC(20) 

combination because exceptional case was not following the above mentioned trend.  

“No type” P_SG_AAC(4SA2) produced AUC value as high as 0.81.  It also produced the 
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highest average AUC by the 26 classifiers.  In contrast, “no type” P_SG without AAC 

has no discrimination capability at all under 4SA2 alphabet.  Many of the AUC values 

were even less than 0.5.  This combination had shown significant synergy effect between 

P_SG and AAC.  With this exceptional case, we concluded that combination of 

quadruplet potential and AAC(20) is not a desired choice; though it was advantageous in 

general.  The in-synergy modeling feature vector provided significantly better 

discrimination capability and computational cost advantage, so it is more efficient. 

 

4.4.8.4 P_SG_AAC is the Best Performed among All Combined Feature Vectors 

Previous experiment showed an enhanced discrimination performance by combining 

vector of topological features and residue composition.  We were trying to make the best 

pick among 4 variations of potential vectors.  The comparison was made by using six 4-

letter alphabets (4A, 4EJ1, 4SA2, 4LT1, 4KI4 and 4KI5).  Four feature vectors are 

P_S_AAC, P_SG_AAC, P_SA_AAC and P_SN_AAC.  Each AAC value was calculated 

under the same alphabet as their topological partners.  Quadruplet potential vectors can 

be separated into 7 types of 5 individual simplice types, “no type” and “all types”. 

 

Applying the 26 classifiers this set of experiments generated 26x6x4x7=4368 AUC 

values.  Though alphabet dependent, the modeling accuracy of 4 feature vectors showed 

noticeable difference.  There are only a few AUC values over 0.75; all generated under 

feature vector P_SG_AAC of “no type” quadruplet.  Table 4.4.8.4 summarized a simple 

statistics of the distribution of AUC values in these 4 vectors.  Detailed data for this 
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experiment is stored in <RecogP_SG_AAC.xls>.  AUC value was impacted by modeling 

vectors, adopted residue alphabet, classifier etc.  At this point, a noticeable trend suggests 

the prefered combination of all the impacting factors.  Confirming a hit of a combination 

is rather experimental.  Based on the above results we recognized the discrimination 

capability of feature vector Pot_SG_AAC by selected residue alphabets.  This recognition 

is rather subjective since no exhaustive search was conducted.  Concentrating on one 

“promising” feature vector greatly reduced the searching space. 

 

 

Table 4.4.8.4    Average and maximum AUC value from 4 variations of combined  
feature vectors. 
 

 Average Maximum 

P_S_AAC 0.531 0.67 

P_SA_AAC 0.53 0.73 

P_SG_AAC 0.55 0.81 

P_SN_AAC 0.53 0.73 
 
 

 

 

4.4.8.5 Searching for the Most Efficient Residue Alphabet for Feature Vector 

P_SG_AAC 

Experiment result of 4.4.8.4 lead to the recognition of Pot_SG_AAC as the primary 

modeling feature vector by six 4-letter alphabets.  It is obviously worthwhile to search 

alone the dimension of alphabets.  Impact created by residue reduction scheme cannot be 
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ignored, especially when thinking about the impact of mutations to the formation of 

species. 

 

Using dataset H94/Y94, Pot_SG_AAC was tested through our collection of 48 reduced 

alphabets.  For each alphabet we calculated AUC values by the 26 classifiers using 

modeling feature vector AAC, Pot_SG and Pot_SG_AAC, looking for in-synergy, 

outstanding performance combinations.  Data details for this test were collected in 3 

sheets in file <P_SG_AAC_ByAlphabets.xls>.  The highest AUC value by AAC for 2, 3, 

4, 5-letter alphabet are 0.65, 0.65, 0.67, 0.68.  The highest AUC modeled by Pot_SG for 

2, 3, 4, 5-letter alphabet are 0.83, 0.76, 0.69, 0.60.  This trend is surprisingly opposite of 

the number of letters in residue alphabet.  However, since the highest AUC came from a 

specific combination of conditions, this trend may not meaningful in general.  The 

highest AUC modeled by Pot_SG_AAC for 2, 3, 4, 5-letter alphabet are respectively 0.95, 

0.94, 0.81, 0.7 which also showed an opposite trend to number of letters in alphabet.  

High dimension vectors under 5-letter alphabet group did not show any discrimination 

advantage.  Superior feature vector are from a few deeply reduced alphabets.  Results in 

this set of experiments ranked feature vector Pot_SG_AAC discrimination capability 

along implemented alphabets as this: 2EJ1>3WW>2SA2> 2KI4>4SA2 and 3SA2>4KI5 

and 3KI1.  While member alphabets in SA and KI series showed strong discrimination 

capability overall; identified 2 top feature vectors are by alphabet 2EJ1 and 3WW.   
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4.4.8.6 Confirm the “no type” Pot_SG_AAC under 2EJ1 and 3WW over Some 

Possible Variations 

P_SG_AAC(2EJ1, 3WW) were identified as the most potent feature vectors for modeling 

organism-dependent features of a protein structure.  The searching followed a weak 

though suggestive trend to reach this point.  The elimination of feature vectors P_S_AAC, 

P_SA_AAC and P_SN_AAC from candidate model list was based on six 4-letter residue 

alphabets which may or may not apply in 2EJ1 and 3WW.  Discrimination capability of 

these 2 feature vectors over other sibling vectors under these particular alphabets is 

crucial for the final establishment of competitive modeling feature vectors.  Results from 

using the same dataset H94/Y94 and the 26 classifiers indeed confirmed the significant 

superior discrimination capability of P_SG_AAC over other vectors under reduced 

alphabet 2EJ1 and 3WW.  Panels in Figure 4.4.8.6 show the AUC statistics of related 

modeling vectors under alphabet 2EJ1 and 3WW.   In both panel AUC obtained by 

P_SG_AAC is significantly higher than others.  Data is stored in file 

<RecogP_SG_AAC2.xls>. 
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Figure 4.4.8.6 Confirmation of discrimination capability of P_SG_AAC over other 

similarly constructed feature vectors. 
 

 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 

Using the modern machine learning algorithms and available experimentally solved 

protein structures, this study addressed an interesting hypothesis – organism-dependent 

features can be modeled by protein structural and topological measures.  This is a very 

important topic.  For long time, scientists have almost paid all attentions on the evolution 

of DNA/Protein sequences regarding organism-dependent issues.  View from structures 

is almost ignored.  Although a few publications have related structure characters to 
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certain category of species, this point have never been clearly proved in such a resolution 

as it has been done in this study. 

 

Using SCOP family matched domain structures of paired organisms we proved that a 

relatively high accuracy of discrimination can be achieved between proteins of distinct 

origin through computational geometry models.  The paired organisms are ranging from 

mammals to prokaryotes.  We are confidence to believe the modeling of organism-

dependent features by protein structure topology measures is universal for all organisms; 

though it is not strong enough to allow us to discriminate closely related species with 

high successful rate.  Since the discrimination success was made in multiple organism 

pairs, it is likely valid for multiple organisms. 

 

Organism-dependent features in protein structure can be modeled by feature vectors.  

Many feature vectors have been proved effective.  We have screened out highly efficient 

feature vectors through a series search.  Although the number of highly accurate feature 

vectors is only a few; there are no simple unique best feature vectors.  Through this part 

of the study, the identified highly accurate organism-dependent feature vectors are: 

P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and _SG_AAC(3WW).  Even though the identified feature vectors 

have achieved relatively high discrimination; there is no reason to believe these two are 

the ultimate choices. 
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Identified feature vectors contain elements of amino acid residue composition and 

quardruplet potential following Delaunay tessellation of the structure.  Because of the use 

of reduced residue alphabets these combined feature vectors have less elements than 

AAC(20).  While having less elements than AAC(20) these vectors still achieved higher 

rate of success in discrimination which strongly suggested the validity of structure 

information in those model.  Residue alphabet reduction schemes were discovered 

holding a critical role in the establishment of a model.  This is extremely interesting 

considering meaningful mutations in sequence evolution. 

 

Computational experiments made successful discrimination not only on domain 

structures but also on whole chain structures.  In addition, feature vectors of individual 

simplice types did not show any advantage in discrimination.  It suggests the organism-

dependent feature of protein has wide distribution. 
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5.  The Effect of Residue Alphabet Reduction Schemes on 

Discrimination of Protein Structures by Feature Vector P_SG_AAC 

 

5.1 Abstract 

 

Organism-dependent features in protein structure can be efficiently modeled by 

previously identified feature vector P_SG_AAC implemented under residue alphabet 

2EJ1 and 3WW.  It has been noticed that the modeling accuracy is tightly related to the 

residue alphabet.  To evaluate the impact created by various alphabets to the 

discrimination capability of feature vector P_SG_AAC, computational experiments were 

designed to test all 48 collected reduced alphabets.  8 organisms were involved in test of 

SCOP family matched domain structures of paired organisms.  7 organisms were 

involved in test of protein whole chain structures and SCOP domain structures.  

Alphabets were ranked by the average value of their feature vector’s discrimination 

performance of 4 key classifiers in each experiment group.  Although the ranking order 

obtained from 3 separated experiment series did not very well aligned; something still 

shared among them.  It confirmed the most efficient alphabets for vector P_SG_AAC 

data model.  Comparison of the effects of other alphabets in different experiment series 

shed light on differentiation of protein structures of organisms. 
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5.2 Overview 

 

In previous studies, we have discovered that organism-dependent features of a protein 

structure can be well modeled by feature vector P_SG_AAC under reduced residue 

alphabet 2EJ1 and 3WW mainly through matched domain structures of human and yeast.  

To understand the effect of different residue alphabets on the discrimination capability of 

this model in a wider scale, in this chapter, computational experiments were designed to 

test it under more alphabets in more organisms.  The testing structure dataset were 

prepared in 3 ways.  14 SCOP family matched structures of paired organisms were 

prepared from 8 organisms.  Collections of whole protein chain structures and SCOP 

domain structures were prepared from 7 organisms respectively.  26 distinct classifiers of 

choice involved in testing.  The effects of 48 collected alphabets were first tested by 

amino acid composition model and then P_SG model, and then model of P_SG_AAC.  

The testing was later narrowed down to fewer alphabets; and ranking order was 

established by the execution results of 4 key classifiers.  Because the result is highly 

dependent on the actual protein structure dataset in the training/testing process, average 

AUC values were obtained from 10 repeated experiments based on independent random 

selection. 

 

 

5.3 Materials and Methods 
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5.3.1 Protein Structure Datasets Preparation 

Three ways of protein structure dataset preparation were described in section 3.4.  Protein 

whole chain structure datasets were prepared for a list of organisms as described in 3.4.1.  

Protein domain structure datasets were prepared for the same list of organisms from 

SCOP domain database listing as described in 3.4.2.  Both these 2 preparations were 

based on individual organism.  Our organism list has 7 members shown in table 5.3.1a.  

The number of structures obtained from each organism qualifying this study also listed.  

Thus, we have 7 base protein structure datasets each way of structure dataset preparation.  

The working structure datasets for each organism were selected from these base datasets. 

 

 

Table 5.3.1a    Number of protein structures of 7 selected organisms. 
 

Abbreviation Organism Binomial name No. Whole 
chains 

No. 
Domains 

B Bovine Bos Taurus 184 163 

H Human Homo sapiens 940 1058 

M Mouse Mus musculus 320 340 

Y Baker's 
yeast 

Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae 239 266 

E E. coli Escherichia coli 626 650 

T  Thermus 
thermophilus 235 153 

R  Thermotoga 
maritima 111 119 
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The third way of preparing structure dataset is described in section 3.4.3.  Structure 

dataset prepared as such is between organism pairs.  It is a collection of domain structures 

matched at SCOP family level for both organisms in the pair.  Six such pairs have been 

introduced in 4.3.1 including the most frequently used H94/Y94 dataset.  An expanded 

list was made in this part of the study.  Together, this list contains 8 organisms arranged 

in 14 pairs as shown in table 5.3.1b.  Number in the cells is the number of structures 

collected for the paired organisms named at row and column.  So the number in this table 

are showing symmetrical pattern along the diagonal line.  The actual listing of structure 

entries is stored in file <StructuresOfPairedOrganisms.xls>. 

 

 

Table 5.3.1b    Number of SCOP family matched domain structures of 14 organism pairs. 
 

 H B M C Y E T R 

H  73 141 47 94 93 40 26

B 73     36   

M 141    42    

C 47        

Y 94  42   62 28  

E 93 36   62  84 56

T 40    28 84  28

R 26     56 28  
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5.3.2 Organism-Dependent Modeling Feature Vectors 

To research the effect of reduced residue alphabets on the discrimination capability of 

modeling feature vectors, we limited our choice of feature vector on the previously 

identified feature vector P_SG_AAC.  Since we collected 48 reduced alphabets (shown in 

table 3.1), this feature vector would have 48 alphabet implementation variations.  The 

actual working feature vector would be P_SG_AAC(alpha) as introduced in section 3.3.1.  

It has been learned through result of chapter 4 studies that 48 variations will certainly 

behave differently.  The vector AAC(20), residue composition under natural 20-letter 

alphabet was always kept as a reference modeling feature vector. 

 

5.3.3 Choice of Classifiers 

The 26 selected classifiers from previous experiment were adopted first.  For this study 

we further narrow it down to simplify the computation effort.  Through out this study, the 

classifier list has been narrowing down from 26 to 23, 18 and 4.  These classifier list 

records were stored in table 5.3.3. 
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Table 5.3.3    Applied WEKA classifiers.  This table shows the classifier lists used in 
experiment 
 

 26 algorithms 23 
Classifiers

18 
Classifiers 

4 
Classifiers

1 bayes.BayesNet # ##  
2 bayes.NaiveBayes #   
3 functions.Logistic # ## ### 
4 functions.MultilayerPerceptron # ## ### 
5 functions.SimpleLogistic # ##  
6 functions.SMO # ##  
7 functions.VotedPerceptron    
8 lazy.LWL #   
9 meta.AdaBoostM1 # ##  

10 meta.AttributeSelectedClassifier #   
11 meta.Bagging # ##  
12 meta.ClassificationViaRegression # ##  
13 meta.Decorate # ##  
14 meta.LogitBoost # ##  
15 meta.MultiBoostAB #   
16 meta.MultiClassClassifier # ##  
17 meta.ThresholdSelector  ##  
18 misc.VFI #   
19 trees.ADTree  ##  
20 trees.DecisionStump #   
21 trees.J48 # ##  
22 trees.LMT # ## ### 
23 trees.NBTree #   
24 trees.RandomForest # ## ### 
25 trees.SimpleCart # ##  
26 rules.JRip # ##  
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5.4 Results and Discussion 

 

5.4.1 Low Modeling Efficiency of AAC under Reduced Alphabets by H94/Y94 

A statistical trend had been noticed that amino acid compositions hold signature patterns 

for proteomes of 3 kingdoms of life20.  Though simple, it is a well noticed, clear 

organism-dependent feature of protein.  However, it was not applied to individual 

proteins but described a trend by using a group of proteins from different categories of 

organisms.  The modeling efficiency of residue composition under our data processing 

and discrimination system was unknown, especially when various reduced alphabets 

were implemented.  Before the study of effect of alphabet reduction on our identified 

feature vectors we would rather collect some first hand knowledge on the modeling 

performance of residue compositions by the same classifiers as a reference. 

 

Collected 48 amino acid residue alphabets plus the natural 20-letter alphabet have been 

described in details in section 3.2.  The calculation of AAC(alpha) is straight forward and 

has been defined in section 3.3.1.  We use protein structure dataset H94/Y94 which is a 

SCOP family matched domain structure dataset prepared as described in section 3.4.3.  

The data processing pipeline is as described in section 3.7 to obtain AUC values through 

the 26 selected classifiers.  It generates total 1274 AUC values showing the 

discrimination accuracy.  This data was stored in the first tab of supporting file 

<P_SG_AAC_ByAlphabets.xls>. 
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The discrimination accuracy made by AAC(alpha) are very low overall.  There are only 2 

AUC values reached 0.7 which are generated under natural 20-letter alphabet.  

Nevertheless, we do see modeling accuracy differences between different alphabets 

though.  Besides natural alphabet, 2EJ1, 2KI4, 2SA1, 3EJ1, 4EJ1, 4KI4, 4KI5, 4SA2, 

5EC, 5KI5, 5MF, 5SA1 and 5SA2 made obvious “better than guessing” discrimination.  

There are significant number of classifiers are capable of producing AUC higher than 0.6 

under the above alphabets.  The trend of alphabetical effect is noticeable.  However, the 

overall low accuracy undermined this effect when AAC was considered as a feature 

vector.  Panel A of figure 5.4.1 showed these 1274 AUC values as a mosaic grayscale 

image.  Columns are residue alphabets while rows are applied classifiers.  Cells with 

value less than 0.6 are blank.  0.6 – 1.0 are marked in 4 discrete grayscales, the higher, 

the darker.  The right most column is AAC(20) which has 2 darkest cells in this panel 

representing AUC value of 0.7.  The light gray strips marked slight advantage of certain 

alphabets. 
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Figure 5.4.1    Effect of reduced alphabets on the modeling accuracy of feature vectors.  
AUC values of each execution was expressed by grayscale of a cell on a panels of transformed 
image.  Columns are alphabets while rows are classifiers.  Cells of value less than 0.6 are blank.  
0.6 - 1.0 was splitted into 4 scales; the darker, the higher.  (A) is of vector AAC; (B) is of vector 
P_SG; (C) is of P_SG_AAC.  The right most column of panel A image is of 20-letter alphabet. 
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5.4.2 Effect of Reduced Alphabets of P_SG on Discrimination by H94/Y94 

Identified feature vector P_SG_AAC contains 2 parts: P_SG and AAC.  AUC data 

presented in last section (5.4.1) has shown that AAC has limited discrimination capability, 

especially under reduced alphabets.  Same tests were run by using P_SG(alpha) as feature 

vector to see the alphabetical effects. 

 

In this experiment we used 48 alphabets.  20-letter natural alphabet was not considered 

because it could generate extreme large number of elements.  Like AAC, the calculation 

of P_SG has been described in section 3.3.1.  Structure dataset H94/Y94 was again 

employed.  26 classifers generated total 26x48=1248 AUC values.  This data was stored 

in the second tab of supporting file <P_SG_AAC_ByAlphabets.xls>. 

 

Feature vector P_SG under most of 48 alphabets did not show much discrimination 

capability on H94/Y94 regardless classifiers used.  However, there are 2 distinct 

exceptions.  P_SG(2EJ1) and P_SG(3WW) showed significant discrimination capabilities 

with maximum AUC reached 0.83 and 0.76 respectively.  Their discrimination 

capabilities were realized by most of the applied classifiers.  Similarly, 1248 AUC values 

of P_SG model were transformed into a grayscale image shown in panel B of figure 5.4.1.  

Two clear dark strips in the panel on column 3 and 12 marked this effect.  In this case of 

H94/Y94, the adopted reduction alphabet is critical for a data model of structure 

geometry feature.  Alphabets with more number of residues did not show any advantages 

over those less number ones. 
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5.4.3 Effect of Reduced Alphabets of P_SG_AAC on Discrimination by H94/Y94 

 

5.4.3.1 P_SG_AAC implemented under 48 collected alphabets  

Two feature vectors P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) and P_SG_AAC(3WW) have been identified as 

the most promising feature vectors for organism-dependent features of protein structure 

in chapter 4.  With the background knowledge of effect on AAC and P_SG obtained from 

last 2 sections, the effect of different residue alphabets on P_SG_AAC were 

experimented starting from H94/Y94 dataset. 

 

Like in case of P_SG, experiment series generated 1248 AUC values through the 26 

classifiers.  These values are stored in cells of a table which is the third tab of supporting 

file <P_SG_AAC_ByAlphabets.xls>.  The similar transformed grayscale image is panel 

C of figure 5.4.1. 

 

The impact of residue alphabet on discrimination capability of P_SG_AAC(alpha) was 

made visually obvious by the transformed grayscale image.  There are numerous 

alphabets implementations which made relatively efficient discrimination (AUC > 0.7).  

Certainly, the darkest strips came from the previous identified feature vectors 

P_SG_AAC(2EJ1,3WW).  The distribution of dark strips followed a similar distribution 

pattern of AAC’s but not exactly.  There are cases that P_SG and AAC worked in 

synergy like in column 10, 11 and 20 (2SA2, 3ML, 3SA2).  There are also cases that 

P_SG and AAC did not help each other at all like in column 35 (5EC).  Like what we 
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have seen in vector P_SG, P_SG_AAC under 4-letter or 5-letter alphabets did not have 

advantages in discrimination accuracy.  On the contrary, numerous better performed 

models are under 2 and 3-letter alphabets. 

 

5.4.3.2 Ranking of residue alphabets of feature vector P_SG_AAC by H94/Y94 

Having shown the performance impact created by residue alphabet of feature vector 

P_SG_AAC, we would like to rank them by implementing feature vector’s discrimination 

capability.  Because the classifiers created another dimension of variation; or we may say, 

there is no single best classifier for every alphabet group; ranking by the highest AUC 

value of each group is not quite fair.  Because some classifiers may share similar internal 

algorithms, ranking using the average values from all 26 classifiers is not quite fair either.  

Meanwhile, the ranking created by maximum and average AUC value of each alphabet 

are not identically matched.  After considering various related issues we choose to use the 

average value of 4 representative classifiers to do the ranking.  The 4 classifiers were 

chosen because (1) Overall outstanding performers in any alphabet group; (2) None of 

them are “meta” classifiers (no complicated multiple algorithms); (3) Their algorithms 

are distinct.  Data from execution of other structure dataset also support the choice of 

these 4 classifiers.  The 4 classifiers are: (1) Logistic (2) MultiLayerPerceptron (3) LMT 

tree and (4) RandomForest.  These algorithms classifiers are implemented in current 

version of WEKA which were directly executed for this project by its default parameters. 
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Table 5.4.3 listed the ranking following this rule of 4 classifiers average.  There are 10 

groups have average value above 0.7; AAC(20) was ranked at 12th.  Among the top 10 

there are 2, 3, 4-letter alphabets; only 2, 3-letter alphabets in top 5. 

 

 

 

Table 5.4.3    Rank of reduced residue alphabets by modeling accuracy of P_SG_AAC on 
dataset H94/Y94. 
 

Rank Alphabet Mean 
AUC Rank Alphabet Mean 

AUC Rank Alphabet Mean 
AUC 

1 3WW 0.8825 18 3EJ1 0.59 35 5KI2 0.5175 

2 2EJ1 0.8725 19 4ML 0.5875 36 4SA1 0.51 

3 2SA2 0.85 20 5EC 0.5825 37 5KI3 0.505 

4 2KI4 0.7975 21 4EJ1 0.5725 38 2LX1 0.5 

5 2SA1 0.7525 22 3LX2 0.5675 39 2WW 0.495 

6 4SA2 0.7425 23 5SA1 0.5675 40 4LX2 0.4875 

7 3SA2 0.7325 24 5CM 0.5575 41 5LX1 0.48 

8 3KI1 0.7275 25 2KI2 0.555 42 5LX2 0.4725 

9 4KI5 0.7075 26 5KI4 0.555 43 2KI3 0.4675 

10 2KI5 0.7 27 2ML 0.55 44 3LT1 0.4675 

11 3ML 0.6775 28 4KI2 0.5475 45 5LT1 0.4625 

12 AAC20 0.6675 29 5ML 0.54 46 4LT2 0.4575 

13 4KI4 0.6475 30 3KI3 0.5275 47 4LT1 0.45 

14 5MF 0.62 31 3LX1 0.52 48 5FK 0.425 

15 3SA1 0.6125 32 4LX1 0.52 49 5LT2 0.425 

16 5KI5 0.605 33 5WW 0.52    

17 5SA2 0.5975 34 5EJ2 0.5175    
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5.4.4 Effect of Reduced Residue Alphabets of P_SG_AAC on Discrimination by 

SCOP Family Matched Domain Structures of Collected Organism Pairs 

Using H94/Y94 structure dataset, the effect of reduced residue alphabets on modeling 

vectors of AAC, P_SG and P_SG_AAC have been shown in last 3 sections.  A ranking 

order of the collected alphabets has been obtained.  We have learned that this ranking 

order may not be the same for a different pair of organisms from our previous study in 

chapter 4.  This effect could be better summarized by including more organisms and 

more alphabets with a uniformed standard of classification algorithm choice.   

 

We have collected domain structures from 8 organisms and arranged in 14 pairs matched 

at SCOP family level in each pair (table 5.3.1b).  15 reduced alphabets were selected 

from our 48 collection (table 3.1).  It includes top 10 alphabets shown in table 5.4.3 and a 

few other random choices.  AAC(20) is also listed as one feature vector in this 

experiment.  The discrimination success will be indicated by the average AUC value 

calculated from executions of 4 previously determined algorithms as described in section 

5.4.3.2.  To get an AUC value from one algorithm execution by feature vector 

P_SG_AAC(alpha), data processing pipeline described in section 3.7 was followed.  16 

modeling vectors (including AAC(20)), 14 organism pairs, 4 algorithms produced 896 

AUC values.  Detailed computation result is in file <Pairwise discrimination.xls>.  Figure 

5.4.4 plotted averaged value points in 14 organism pair columns.  One legend is for an 

average AUC value from each alphabet.  The vertical order of distribution of legends in 

one column indicated the alphabet effects on structures of that organism pair. 
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As shown in figure 5.4.4, there is no single alphabet legend always on very top; there is 

no single one always at the very bottom either.  Precisely speaking, the best choice of 

alphabet for the implementation of P_SG_AAC(alpha) as organism-dependent feature 

vector is species dependent according to available structure data.  However, there are 

some alphabets performed significantly better than others in general.  These alphabets 

roughly fall into 3 categories: (1) 2EJ1(●), 2KI4(■), 3WW (▲) and to a lesser extent 

3EJ1(*) enabled top performance in almost any organism pairs.  This is especially true 

when much less discriminated pairs are excluded.  Those organism pairs are closely 

related; discrimination accuracy is poor regardless alphabet choice.  Ranking order in 

those organism pairs is less meaningful. (2) 2KI3(□), 4LT1(∆) are generally at the bottom 

of the ranking order; (3) all the rest alphabets are more or less dependent on the particular 

organisms being worked on.  The selection of 15 alphabets included both better and 

worse performed members comparing to AAC(20).  Averaging the AUC values from all 

collected organism pairs, we obtained a new ranking order of these 15 reduced alphabets 

as shown in table 5.4.4.  As we can see, the order is different than what was shown in 

table 5.4.3.  It is still hard to discuss further how this effect together with the definition of 

each alphabet related to evolutionary principles. 
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Table 5.4.4    Rank of reduced residue alphabets by modeling accuracy of feature vector 
P_SG_AAC on structures of 14 paired organisms. 
 

Rank Alphabet Mean 
AUC SD Rank Alphabet Mean 

AUC SD 

1 2KI4 0.808 0.212 9 4KI4 0.715 0.183 

2 3WW 0.804 0.178 10 AAC20 0.713 0.183 

3 2EJ1 0.798 0.196 11 2SA1 0.686 0.226 

4 3EJ1 0.768 0.158 12 3LT1 0.678 0.192 

5 2SA2 0.756 0.206 13 4KI5 0.676 0.217 

6 3KI1 0.753 0.189 14 2KI5 0.651 0.159 

7 3SA2 0.749 0.229 15 2KI3 0.637 0.2 

8 4SA2 0.719 0.196 16 4LT1 0.619 0.225 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4.4    Discrimination of structures of paired organisms by P_SG_AAC under 
selected residue alphabets. 
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5.4.5 Effect of Reduced Alphabets of P_SG_AAC on Discrimination by Protein 

Structure Dataset of Multiple Organisms  

5.4.5.1 Determining the Number of Structures for Evaluating Discrimination 

accuracy of a Feature Vector by a classifier 

We have learned from previous studies that organism-dependent feature vector 

P_SG_AAC under different reduced alphabets may hold different discrimination 

capability on different organism pairs.  Though we can have a ranking order; this order is 

subject to change if different organism pairs were targeted.  We did obtained an order by 

the average AUC values from the execution of selected 4 algorithms on 8 organisms 

arranged in 14 pairs.  As described in section 4.4.6, discrimination made by this system 

actually does not specifically require protein structures in a dataset matched at family or 

any other level.  This made discrimination on structures of multiple organisms practically 

possible with the current availability of PDB repository.  In contrast, it is not practically 

possible to prepare a well populated family matched domain structure dataset of more 

than 2 or 3 organisms.  If family matching is not required, we have at least 2 independent 

ways to prepare our structure dataset for an individual organism.  We have prepared our 

structure datasets as described in section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.  Numbers of structures of 7 

organisms were listed in table 5.3.1a.  These are the structure collections for multiple 

organism classification experiments. 

 

To have a fair, balanced structure dataset for every organisms, equal number of structures 

were to be selected for each organisms.  In order to have as much randomness for each 
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selection in repeated computational experiment, we would like to select a smaller portion 

from the existing base list of each organism.  Contrarily, a greater number of structures 

were desired in a training/testing set for stable and performance.  It demands an 

appropriate number for the selection of structures from a base list to form a working 

training/testing dataset.  With this number of selection a training/testing dataset should 

support an adequate discrimination performance; which means it sits at the top or close to 

top region on its learning curve, like was shown in section 4.4.4.  To plot a learning curve 

of multiple organism classification for a wide range of residue alphabets is 

computationally expensive.  We referenced sample learning curves from selected 

organism pairs under a few sampled residue alphabets. 

 

3 organism pairs and 3 residue alphabets were chosen to plot the learning curves to find 

out an appropriate number for the random selections of structures.  Table 5.4.5.1 shows 

the choice of paired organisms and residue alphabets.  Whole chain structures and SCOP 

domain structures are sampled in the same pair-alphabet combination pattern as shown in 

this table.   

 

Like introduced in section 4.4.4, to make the learning curve, a number of structures was 

randomly selected from the base list of both organisms in a pair.  From here, following 

our data processing pipeline it will allow an algorithm to generate an AUC value by 

feature vector P_SG_AAC(alpha).  We repeat this routine 5 times independently to 

obtain an average AUC value for one selected number point.  Number of structure 
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selection started from 20 and increase by 20 until adequate.  Thus, total 12 groups of 

learning curves were obtained for whole chain structures and SCOP domain structures.  

Each group contains 18 curves plotted according to 18 classifiers’ execution.  Four key 

classifiers were paid specific attention among the 18 classifiers.  Though B/M pair did 

not show very supportive trend because they are closely related species; the overall curve 

trend supported using 80 and 90 entries for whole chain and SCOP domain structures 

respectively.  These 2 numbers are in accordance with our learning curve experience 

from chapter 4 using H94/Y94 dataset.  Detailed calculating data were in files 

<HEDLearnCurves.xls>, <HEWLearnCurves.xls>, <ETDLearnCurves.xls>, 

<ETWLearnCurves.xls>, <BMDLearnCurves.xls> and <BMWLearnCurves.xls>. 

 

 

 

Table 5.4.5.1    Sampled organism pairs and residue alphabets for the learning curves of 
feature vector P_SG_AAC on randomly selected protein whole chain structures and SCOP 
domain structures. 
 

 2EJ1 2KI4 3WW 
B/M x  x 
E/T  x x 
H/E x x  
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5.4.5.2 Effect of Residue Alphabets of P_SG_AAC on Discrimination of Whole 

Protein Chain Structures and SCOP Domain Structures by multiple 

organisms 

As shown in section 5.4.4, SCOP family matched domain structures limited the 

discrimination experiment between paired 2 organisms.  Protein structure collections 

introduced in 5.3.1 allowed studies of residue alphabets effect among multiple organisms.  

Structure datasets of the least populated one of selected 7 organisms contain 111 and 119 

entries for whole chain and domain protein structures respectively.  The optimized 

number of desired structures is 80 and 90 for whole chain and domain structures.  The 

available number of structures is adequate for repeat experiments.  We tested the effect of 

residue alphabets on discrimination of 7 organisms together using whole chain structures 

and domain structures separately. 

 

For whole protein chain structures of the 7 organisms, 80 structure entries were randomly 

selected from base dataset of each organism shown in table 5.3.1a.  Calculation of feature 

vector P_SG_AAC values of every entry was based on each organism as defined in 

equation (3) of section 3.3.1.  The combined training/testing feature vector value dataset 

contained 560 entries.  23 classifiers were applied to this dataset. 23 AUC values were 

generated based on this data.  This process was repeated 10 times starting from 

independent bootstrap styled random structure entry selections from base dataset of each 

organisms.  Average AUC values of 10 repeats marked the discrimination accuracy made 

by one algorithm.  Standard deviation was, in general, more than one order smaller than 
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the average value from the 10 independent repeats which indicated a relatively stable 

performance.  Resulted data of P_SG_AAC implemented under 15 tested alphabets 

together with AAC(20) were stored in file <MultiOrganismDiscrimiByAlphabetsW.xls>.  

As we did previously, alphabets were ranked by AUC values averaged from 4 chosen 

classifiers.  This ranking order and corresponding average AUCs are shown on the left 

part of table 5.4.5.2.  Parallel to this experiment series, another series were based on 

SCOP domain structures.  90 domain structures were selected from the base dataset of 

each organism in table 5.3.1a.  Thus, the training/testing dataset contains 630 entries.  10 

repeats were made in the same fashion as in whole chain structure series.  Standard 

deviation values from the 10 repeats for each execution were similarly supportive.  

Resulted AUC data was in file <MultiOrganismDiscrimiByAlphabetsD.xls>.  Four 

chosen classifiers averaged ranking order is shown on the right part of table 5.4.5.2. 

 

Interestingly AAC(20) ranked at the same position in table 5.4.5.2 which serves as 

reference point perfectly.  A few performing alphabets are on top in both ranking which 

includes 2EJ1, 2KI4 and 3WW.  4KI4 and 2KI5 are on the bottom of both ranking list.  

There are quite a few alphabets shifted their positions between these 2 ranking list like 

2KI3 and 3SA2.  Because cystine is the only member of one letter group in 2-letter 

alphabet 2EJ1, the superior performance of P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) suggested the importance 

of cystine in differentiation of structures between organisms.  The mechanisms for 2KI4, 

3WW and other alphabets to perform may be more complex.  Discrimination capability 

of feature vector P_SG_AAC showed significant difference between whole chain and 
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domain structure datasets, like under 3SA2.  It indicated a noticeable preference of 

alphabets for these 2 distinct datasets.  It implies that a protein domain structure 

component may carry organism-dependent features differently than the rest sequences.  It 

is possible that evolution pressures are applied differently on domain structure than that 

of other part in the whole chain.  This hypothesis needs further evidences to prove its 

standing.    

 

 

Table 5.4.5.2    Residue alphabet ranking orders by using whole chain structure datasets 
and SCOP domain Structure Datasets. 
 

 Whole Chain Structure  Domain Structure 

RanK Alpha AUC Mean  Alpha AUC Mean 

1 2EJ1 0.859  2EJ1 0.8545 
2 2KI4 0.776  3WW 0.77775 
3 2KI3 0.738  2KI4 0.76875 
4 3WW 0.737  3SA2 0.7685 
5 3EJ1 0.718  2SA2 0.74475 
6 4LT1 0.709  4SA2 0.71875 
7 2SA2 0.693  4KI5 0.715 
8 3KI1 0.679  4LT1 0.71125 
9 3SA2 0.679  3KI1 0.71 

10 2SA1 0.675  3LT1 0.7085 
11 4SA2 0.659  3EJ1 0.703 
12 3LT1 0.658  2KI3 0.69975 
13 AAC20 0.656  AAC20 0.6735 
14 4KI5 0.654  2SA1 0.66275 
15 2KI5 0.648  4KI4 0.6275 
16 4KI4 0.64  2KI5 0.62675 
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5.5 Conclusion 

 

Reduced residue alphabets have a critical impact on the discrimination capabilities of 

feature vector P_SG_AAC(alpha).  The best choice of reduced residue alphabet to 

achieve the highest structure discrimination by feature vector P_SG_AAC(alpha) is most 

likely species dependent according to studies on paired organisms.  However, this feature 

vector implemented under 2EJ1, 2KI4 and 3WW performed superior in all tested cases.  

2EJ1 was especially outstanding.  This result implies the importance of cystine in protein 

structure related organism-dependent features.  Multiple organisms’ classification is also 

valid using this model.  There are more than 10 alphabets under which the feature vector 

P_SG_AAC(alpha) could have higher discrimination accuracy than AAC(20).  There are 

noticeable alphabet preference between protein whole chain structures and SCOP domain 

structures. 
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6.  Effect of Identified Organism-dependent Feature Vectors on the 

Discrimination of Protein Structures of Multiple Organisms 

 

6.1 Abstract 

 

P_SG_AAC has been identified a highly capable organism-dependent features modeling 

vector in many organisms.  Its capability is highly dependent on the underneath 

implementation residue alphabet.  3 leading alphabets are 2EJ1, 2KI4 and 3WW which 

enabled the highest discrimination success rate.  It has been realized that discrimination 

success rate could be positively related to the phylogenetic distance between participating 

organisms.  To what degree this effect can be realized by exactly under which alphabet is 

worth to find out.  In this chapter, we use multiple structure datasets to evaluate 

P_SG_AAC under 3 leading residue alphabets versus AAC(20).  Results confirmed the 

superior discrimination capability of vector P_SG_AAC.  It showed a clear classification 

clustering effect by AAC(20).  It also revealed a classification clustering effect in 

possibly a new dimension by structure based feature vector. 

 

6.2 Overview 
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P_SG_AAC is the identified organism-dependent feature vector.  Its discrimination 

capability is highly dependent on the underneath residue alphabet implemented.  

Alphabetical effect has been studied previously and 3 alphabets have been identified as 

leading choice which allows a higher discrimination success rate over some typical model 

organisms.  In this chapter, discrimination experiments were conducted on a variety of 

organism pairs prepared in 3 different ways by identified feature vector under 3 leading 

residue alphabets.  Results obtained from using AAC(20) are referenced.  Four key 

classification algorithms were selected for the evaluation.  There are total 8 organisms 

selected covering a wide span phlylogenetically.  To keep the result representative 

participating structure datasets were random selected from a qualified structure pool.  

Calculation based on this structure dataset was repeated 10 times start from random 

selection.  SCOP family matched structures were participated as a group without random 

selection process.  Resulting data were concentrated into one figure with 9 panels.  It is 

intriguing to see the strength and characters of each feature vectors in discriminating 

different organism pairs.  Although it was expected that discrimination success rate could 

positively related to phylogenetic distance between paired organisms; it is exciting to 

learn the discrimination resolution by AAC(20) tightly related to organisms in each 

categories.  A very interesting clustering effect was found when structural and 

compositional feature vectors were referenced together.  This effect suggested another 

dimension to consider for protein evolution discussion. 
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6.3 Materials and Methods 

 

6.3.1 Choice of Organisms and Preparation of Protein Structures 

As introduced in section 3.4, there are 3 ways to prepared protein structure dataset.   

Considering the availability of protein structures deposited in PDB and the coverage of 

phylogenetic tree, 7 organisms were selected for whole chain structures and SCOP 

domain structures preparation.  Details of the preparation methods were described in 

section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.    The prepared base dataset are individual organism based.  Table 

5.3.1a in chapter 5 summarized the choice of 7 organisms and number of protein 

structures in total 14 base datasets. 

 

Preparation of SCOP family matched domain structures of paired organisms was 

described in section 3.4.3.  It consist total 14 organism pairs by 8 organisms.  These 14 

paired structure datasets are datasets ready for tessellation.  They have been described in 

section 5.3.1.  Numbers of structures for each pair were shown in table 5.3.1b. 

 

6.3.2 Choice of Modeling Feature Vectors 

Feature vector P_SG_AAC(alpha) implemented under identified residue alphabets has 

been the choice of modeling feature vectors.  This has been introduced in chapter 5.  

Those feature vectors would enable a high discrimination success rate.  The top 3 

alphabets (2EJ1, 2KI4, 3WW) were chosen to make the actual working feature vector.  

AAC(20), the residue composition under natural 20-letter alphabet is kept as a reference. 
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6.3.3 Algorithm Classifiers 

Although a longer list of classifiers have been applied in this part of study; we focus on 

the results yielded from 4 classifiers.  The selection of these 4 algorithms has been 

discussed in section 5.4.3.2.  This choice is in no way a gold standard but an empirical 

evaluation of a model’s response to effective classifiers.  The 4 algorithms and their 

WEKA implementation programs are listed in table 6.3.3.  

 

 

Table 6.3.3    Four selected classifiers for the evaluation of feature vectors. 
 

Applied algorithms Classifier names in WEKA 

Build linear logistic regression models functions.Logistic 

Backpropagation neural network functions.MultilayerPerceptron 

Build logistic model trees trees.LMT 

Construct random forests trees.RandomForest 
 
 

 

 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

 

6.4.1 Identified Feature Vectors Are Effective to Prepared Protein Structures of 

Multiple Organisms 
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6.4.1.1 Number of Structures for Evaluating Discrimination Determined by 

Structures of Paired Organisms 

We have seen the effect of residue alphabets to the discrimination of feature vector 

P_SG_AAC(alpha) in multiple organisms in section 5.4.  As introduced in section 3.4, 

we have 3 ways to prepare protein structure for training/test dataset.  Protein whole chain 

structures and SCOP domain structures are prepared without matching member proteins 

of participating organisms; even though two organisms were involved in a pair wise 

discrimination experiment as described in 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.  While the number of 

structures employed in SCOP family matched domain structures between paired 

organisms was limited by availability, the number of whole chain structures and domain 

structures were optimized experimentally.  These experiments were conducted using 3 

residue alphabets (2EJ1, 2KI4, 3WW), 5 organisms (B, M, E, T, H) and 18 classifiers in 

organism pairs introduced in section 5.4.5.1.  Result of optimized number of 80 and 90 

for whole chain and domain structures respectively is perfect suitable supporting data for 

the work of chapter too, since our focus is on paired organisms and those residue 

alphabets. 

 

6.4.1.2 Organisms As Multiple Class Are Effectively Discriminated by Identified 

Feature Vectors under Selected Residue Alphabets 

Although studies conducted in section 5.4.5.2 were focused on the effect of residue 

alphabets; the discrimination capability of feature vector P_SG_AAC(alpha) were clearly 

shown for selected 7 organisms.  Impressive AUC values can be obtained using both 
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whole protein chain structures and SCOP domain structures.  This result together with the 

result in section 5.4.4 which showed the discrimination capabilities of feature vectors 

using protein SCOP family matched domains of paired organisms, confirmed the 

discrimination capabilities of P_SG_AAC(alpha) on multiple organisms.  The three 

leading residue alphabets for P_SG_AAC are exactly 2EJ1, 2KI4 and 3WW.  These are 

also supporting results for the discrimination studies focusing on different organisms by 

preferred feature vector P_SG_AAC(2EJ1, 2KI4, 3WW)  and AAC(20). 

 

6.4.2 Discrimination of Structures of Organism Pairs by Identified Feature Vector 

P_SG_AAC under Leading Residue Alphabets 

Feature vector P_SG_AAC(alpha) was applied to the discrimination of structures of 

paired organisms prepared as described above.  Following the data processing pipeline 

described in section 3.7, an AUC value was generated as the result by applied classifiers.  

Three residue alphabets (2EJ1, 2KI4, 3WW) and 3 differently prepared structure datasets 

produced 9 groups of computational experiment results.  These results were summarized 

in 9 panels of figure 6.4.2.  Panels of 3 alphabets are listed in rows.  On a single panel, 

resulted AUCs for organism pairs from one preparation method were summarized.  The 

summarized AUC values are averaged from the 4 selected classifiers.  In every panel, 

corresponding AUC values modeled by vector AAC(20) were shown as a reference.  It 

was plotted as P_SG_AAC(alpha) vs. AAC(20).  Average AUC obtained through vector 

AAC(20) is as x-coordinate.  Discrimination result for an organism pair is marked by a 

distinguished small shape. 
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Figure 6.4.2    Effect of residue alphabet reduction on feature vectors’ modeling accuracy 
among alternatively prepared structures of paired organisms. 
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For protein whole chain structures, 21 organism pairs were made from 7 organisms.  

Qualified structures were shared with similar studies in chapter 5; so were listed in table 

5.3.1a as base datasets.  80 structures were randomly selected from base sets of each 

organism in pair.  An algorithm classifier will generate an AUC value by one feature 

vector.  This process was repeated 10 times independently.  An average AUC was then 

calculated from 10 independent processes started from 10 bootstrap-styled structures 

selections.  An average AUC data point for one organism pair was averaged from 4 

classifier executions on 10 structure sets data.  Discrimination results obtained from using 

whole chain structure data were in 3 panels of the left column of figure 6.4.2.  SCOP 

Domain structures were processed the same way as whole chain structures.  Table 5.3.1a 

listed number of structures in each dataset.  90 structures were selected for each organism 

in a pair for SCOP domain structures.  Results were in 3 panels of the middle column of 

figure 6.4.2. 

 

SCOP family matched structures for organism pairs were introduced in chapter 5, 

illustrated by table 5.3.1b.  The choice was largely restricted by availability.  8 organisms 

made up 14 pairs.  The lowest number of structures for one organism in a pair is 26.  

There was no random selection steps involved for those carefully selected pairs.  Final 

average AUC value for each organism pair was calculated from 4 classifier executions.  

Discrimination results from using SCOP family matched domain structures were in 3 

panels of the right column of figure 6.4.2. 
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Distribution of organism pair points is clustered.  They are marked by rectangles on the 

panels of figure 6.4.2.  The distribution pattern of the rectangles implied some 

relationships of structures between paired organisms.  The higher discrimination 

capability of identified feature vector was shown once again over AAC(20) in panels of 

alphabet 2EJ1 and 3WW.  Most of the marks are shown distributed above the gray 

diagonal line in panels of these 2 alphabets which means average AUCs for 

P_SG_AAC(alpha) are higher than that of AAC(20).  Unfortunately, it is not the case in 

2KI4 panels where marks are scattered around the diagonal line evenly.  Although 

residue alphabet has great impact on absolute discrimination capability of a feature vector; 

the overall distribution pattern of marks on each panel are more dataset dependent.  

Marks’ distribution patterns in 3 panels of the right column which resulted from SCOP 

family matched structure datasets agreed well with each other.  It is also true in other 2 

columns of plots though less significantly.  Interestingly, distribution patterns between 

left and middle columns panels are similar comparing to panels on left columns.  It might 

be the effect of random selected structures versus family matched structures.  If details of 

the pattern were not scrutinized the distribution patterns and absolute AUC values 

between whole chain structure groups and domain structure groups are very close. 

 

Data for the generation of figure 6.4.2 are in files <Pot_SG_aa_2KI4 vs AACom By 

Domain in organism pairs.xls>, <Pot_SG_aa_2KI4 vs AACom By WC in organism 

pairs.xls>, <Pot_SG_aa_3WW vs AACom By Domain in organism pairs.xls>, 

<Pot_SG_aa_3WW vs AACom By WC in organism pairs.xls>, <Pot_SG_aa_2EJ1 vs 
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AACom By Domain in organism pairs.xls>, <Pot_SG_aa_2EJ1 vs AACom By WC in 

organism pairs.xls>, <Pairwise discrimination.xls>. 

 

6.4.3 Discrimination Accuracy of Structures of Paired Organisms Reflect 

Phylogenetic Distance between Species by Feature Vectors 

Average AUC value is a measure of discrimination success rate.  In a view, it can be 

interpreted as the evolutionary distance between structures of the 2 organisms in the pair.  

The closer 2 species are, the harder their structures can be discriminated, the lower of 

AUC value.  Although the identified feature vectors can achieve a better discrimination 

than composition based vector AAC(20); our initial observation is still on vector 

AAC(20).  We have sorted organism pairs by average AUC values generated using vector 

AAC(20).  Three order lists of organism pairs were obtained as shown in table 6.4.3 

representing structure datasets prepared from 3 methods.  Those AUC values mapped to 

the x-coordinate of panels in 3 columns of figure 6.4.2.  Since there is less number of 

organism pairs of SCOP family matched structures group; so pairs were aligned to the 

other 2 groups without compromise its own sorting order.  Although orders of these 3 

lists are not in agreement with each other; they are very close.  To better visualize it, the 

following name transformation can be made: (1) first organism in all pairs as “X”; (2) 

second organism in each pair of “T R” as “T”; (3) second organism of “Y E” as “E”; (4) 

second organism of “H M B C” as “M”.  Then we got 3 clusters of “X-T”, “X-E” and “X-

M”.  A closer look at table 6.4.3 will find the resolution of this order could be a little 

higher with “T” significantly ahead of “R”; “E” ahead of “Y”.  Two unexpected cases 
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happened in family matched domain structure group where B-E and H-C have very low 

AUCs.  Table 6.4.3 outlined an amino acid composition wise distance between those 

organisms. 

 

The phylogenetic distance detection achieved by vector AAC(20) were not copied by 

feature vector P_SG_AAC(2EJ1, 2KI4, 3WW).  Since P_SG_AAC(2EJ1, 3WW) have 

achieved significantly better discrimination, this order of discrimination accuracy effect 

was erased.  It did not happen in 2KI4 either.  To a certain degree, deviation of each mark 

on figure 6.4.2 away from the gray diagonal line implied the discrimination achievement 

made by structural potential component of the feature vector.  In another term, it is a trace 

of structural evolution.  Apparently, we have no evidence supporting any linear order of 

structure evolution.  It was not bind to compositional distance and is highly residue 

alphabet related. 
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Table 6.4.3    Discrimination accuracy represented by average AUC values between paired 
organisms modeled by amino acid composition.  Order of the listing is in accordance with the 
evolution distance between the paired organisms. 
 

Whole Chain SCOP Domain Matched Domain 

Y - T 0.981 H - T 0.966 H - T 0.973 
R - T 0.972 M - T 0.964 R - T 0.963 
B - T 0.965 Y - T 0.953   
H - T 0.957 B - T 0.950   
M - T 0.956 T - R 0.949   
H - R 0.946 H - R 0.942 H - R 0.945 
E - T 0.941 M - R 0.942   
M - R 0.938 B - R 0.937   
B - R 0.936 E - T 0.926 E - R 0.898 
Y - R 0.933 E - R 0.916 E - T 0.898 
E - R 0.931 Y - R 0.898 Y - T 0.860 
Y - E 0.803 Y - E 0.835 Y - E 0.773 
H - E 0.782 H - E 0.830 H - E 0.690 
M - E 0.772 M - E 0.824 M - Y 0.668 
B - E 0.761 M - Y 0.800 H - Y 0.665 
M - Y 0.725 B - E 0.786 B - E 0.473 
B - Y 0.711 H - Y 0.734   
H - Y 0.695 B - Y 0.706   
B - M 0.576 B - M 0.677 H - M 0.455 
H - B 0.554 H - B 0.628 H - C 0.410 
H - M 0.519 H - M 0.586 H - B 0.310 
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6.4.4 Comparison of Discrimination Accuracy of Structural Feature Vectors and 

Residue Composition Vector in Paired Organisms  

Discrimination capability of structural feature vector P_SG_AAC under 3 chosen residue 

alphabets compare to compositional vector AAC(20) were concentrated in figure 6.4.2.  

Although the number of marking points representing organism pairs is limited in each 

panel; the clustered points’ distribution patterns are quite obvious.  Points in one panel 

can be assigned into 3, 4 or 5 clusters depending on the particular panel.  A number in 

square frame marked each corresponding cluster on all 9 panels.   

 

First row panels resulted from P_SG_AAC(2EJ1).  They were best viewed as 3 clusters.  

These 3 clusters were formed because of discrimination differences by AAC(20) to pairs, 

as we have discussed above.  First cluster members are mammal/mammal pairs 

(including chicken) which were poorly discriminated in general.  Cluster “2+3” in the 

middle is in favor of the capability of P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) with a high average AUC where 

AAC(20) failed to do the similar.  One organism member in a pair is either “Y” or “E” in 

this cluster; the other member is a more advanced species.  Y/E pair is also in this cluster.  

Both AAC(20) and P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) achieved high AUC to pairs in cluster “4+5” at 

right where one member in a pair is either “T” or “R”. 

 

Second row panels were resulted from P_SG_AAC(2KI4) and AAC(20).  They are better 

clustered into 5 parts for not family matched structure data.  P_SG_AAC(2KI4) did not 

show superior discrimination capability over AAC(20) but created a finer clustering on 
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its plots.  This did little to first cluster members but quite significantly separated cluster 

“2” and “3”, “4” and “5”.  Pairs in cluster 2, 3, 4, 5 are in a pattern of X/E, X/Y, X/T and 

X/R respectively.  X is a similar or more advanced organism than its pair member.  For 

cluster “3” and “5”, X is eukaryote.  This clustering pattern was not very well repeated in 

SCOP family matched structure group for cluster “2” and “3”; but it was still true for “4” 

and “5” with one point in cluster 5.  Unlike feature vector P_SG_AAC(2EJ1) which has 

high discrimination accuracy, discrimination capability of P_SG_AAC(2KI4) is more 

organism selective. 

 

Third row plots from P_SG_AAC(3WW) carry patterns in between the above 2 groups.  

Points in its 3 panels are more compactly distributed.  They are more likely to be grouped 

into 2 or 3 clusters other than 4 or 5.  However, the distribution pattern is the same to that 

of 2KI4 so made 5 clusters possible by rectangle frames.  As mentioned in last section, 

B/E pair in family matched group has an unexpected low AUC value.  It caused its point 

location shifted to mammal/mammal clusters from mammal/Ecoli clusters. 

 

Point distribution clustering effect from the plot of a structural based feature vector 

versus a compositional vector is interesting.  It adds another dimension to the observation 

of distance between 2 sets of proteins from 2 species.  And, this added dimension is more 

related to organism-dependent features in 3D structure.  The reduced residue alphabet has 

a key role in relating the effect to phylogenetic distance between 2 species.  Other residue 

alphabet is likely to have their own merit in distinguishing certain species than 2KI4 or 
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3WW.  It implies the relatedness of species evolution between certain species and certain 

residues shift in protein. 

 

6.5 Conclusion 

 

Protein structures can be discriminated by both compositional and structural component 

based feature vectors which were used to model their organism-dependent qualities.  This 

conclusion was presented again by pair wise organism discrimination experiments with 

more organism pairs, alternative structure dataset preparations.  Superior discrimination 

capabilities of identified feature vector P_SG_AAC(alpha) were confirmed over AAC(20) 

with leading residue alphabets.  The discrimination accuracy differences between feature 

vectors can be suggestively quantified by the difference of average AUC values obtained 

through them.  Phylogenetic distance between paired organisms could be characterized 

by the discrimination success rate of such a feature vector.  This trend is rather simple 

and clear for compositional vector AAC(20); but become diversified for combined vector 

P_SG_AAC(alpha).  With vectors of this kind, a clustering effect was detected by 

plotting along 2 different vectors which might be a help to understand structural 

differences between 2 species which implies footprints of protein structural evolution. 
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7.  Preliminary Study of Organism-dependent Features of Protein 

Structure Modeled by Other Computational Geometry Measures 

Derived from Delaunay Tessellation 

 

7.1 Abstract 

 

The identification of organism-dependent feature vector P_SG_AAC(alpha) implemented 

under certain reduced alphabets for the discrimination of protein structures has proved the 

validity of modeling organism-dependent features by Delaunay tessellation oriented 

computational geometry measures.  Naturally we would rather to expand this success of 

exploration to other derived vectors in a similar fashion.  Tentative discrimination 

experiments were conducted using geometry vectors of average quadruplet volume and 

tetrahedrality together with residue composition for organism-dependent features 

modeling.  31 reduced alphabets were tested which included all collected 2, 3, 4-letter 

alphabets through structure dataset H94/Y94.  Result from limited number of structures 

did not show promising trend for any tested vectors.  Although discrimination result from 

certain combinations of vectors, algorithms and alphabets provided marginal 

discrimination; the overall low accuracy suggests a weak relationship between these 

vectors and organism-dependent features in protein structures. 
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7.2 Materials and Methods 

 

7.2.1 Choice of Organisms and Preparation of Protein Structures 

As a preliminary study, one simple organism pair of human/yeast was chosen.  The 

apparent significant phylogenetic distance between these 2 organisms and the relative 

abundant structure availability are advantageous for starting a test of a data model.  We 

choose the SCOP family matched domain structures of these 2 organisms.  Prepared as 

described in section 3.4.3 and heavily used in previous chapters’ studies, H94/Y94 

dataset had been a classic structure dataset in this project.  It contains 94 SCOP families 

for both human and yeast; totally 188 domain structures. 

 

7.2.2 Choice of Modeling Feature Vectors 

There are at least 2 other important geometry features derived from Delaunay tessellation: 

Average volume and Tetrahedrality of quadruplet.  Definition and calculation of these 2 

vectors have been introduced in section 3.3.1.  Being aware of the important role played 

by related residue composition, combined feature vector of average volume, 

tetrahedrality and composition respectively were also tested.  Combination of feature 

vectors was introduced in section 3.3.2. 

 

 

7.2.3 Residue Alphabets Implementation 
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As we have seen from previous experiments, adopted residue alphabet was crucial for the 

discrimination capability of a feature vector in this model.  It is a key process for 

perceiving the differences between structures of alternative organism origin.  We have 

collected 48 reduced alphabets ranging from 2-letter to 5-letter ones.  To test feature 

vectors selected for this study, we adopted all 2, 3 and 4-letter alphabets respectively; 5-

letter alphabets were left out to avoid high computational cost.  On the other hand, 5-

letter alphabets did not show any promising advantage over further reduced alphabets.  

Total 31 alphabets were in the list. 

 

7.2.4 Algorithm Classifiers 

 

A list of 26 classifiers has been proved to be suitable for our data.  These 26 classifiers 

covered a wide span of algorithm categories. Their implementations are available in 

WEKA package 3.5.5.  The name list of the 26 classifiers is in table 4.3.3.  AUC values 

obtained from classifiers represented the accuracy of a particular model.  Data processing 

steps to obtain AUC value has been outlined in section 3.7. 

 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

 

7.3.1 Discrimination capability of Simplex Average Volume 

Signs directly link the quadruplet average volume to characteristics of species in protein 

structure were not detected, according to tentative experiment.  Nevertheless it is still 
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possible that average volume may enhance the discrimination capability of other effective 

feature vectors.  For these reasons, feature vector of AV (Average Volume) and 

AV_AAC (Average Volume plus residue composition) were tested implementing 31 

residue alphabets.  Using these 2 groups of modeling vectors on H94/Y94 dataset, 26 

classifiers produced 2x31x26=1612 AUC values.  The highest value generated by vector 

AV is 0.64; while the highest one by AV_AAC is 0.66.  Both of them showed inferior 

performance than AAC(20) which has AUC=0.7 for the same dataset.  These results 

showed that average volume of quadruplet is not a good model for organism-dependent 

features.  It provided very limited discrimination capability between human and yeast 

domain structures regardless the implementing alphabets.  There is a noticeable 

enhancement to AV vector if vector AAC was combined with it.  However, this effect is 

extremely weak.  1612 AUC data were documented in file 

<AverVol_AACom_ByAlphabets.xls>.  Maximum AUC of each modeling vector under 

each alphabet by classifiers of choice were plotted in figure 7.3.1.  Red and green vertical 

bars represented AV and AV_AAC respectively.   
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Figure 7.3.1 Maximum AUC values obtained through modeling vectors of AV, AV_AAC, 

T and T_AAC implementing 31 reduced alphabets. 
 

 

 

7.3.2 Discrimination capability of Tetrahedrality 

Tentative experiments were also conducted to discriminate H94/Y94 by vector of T 

(tetrahedrality) and T_AAC (Tetrahedrality plus residue composition) through out the 

alphabet choices.  Given the fact that tetrahedrality had shown capability for the 

description of structure features 51 in other experiment, it is possible for T or T_AAC to 

provide information for the modeling of organism-dependent features.  Like for AV and 

AV_AAC, 1612 AUC values were collected for T and T_AAC vectors.  The highest 

AUC value by T and T_AAC are both 0.68; which shows a marginal discrimination 

capability by both modeling vectors.  Results from these tentative preliminary 

experiments did not promote applying average volume or tetrahedrality of quadruplet to 

model organism-dependent features of protein structure.  AUC data of T and T_AAC 
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were documented in file <Tetra_AACom_ByAlphabets.xls>.  In figure 7.3.1, blue and 

cyan colored bars depicted maximum AUC values produced by classifiers using T and 

T_AAC under 31 alphabets.  Although vectors of a few alphabets showed higher 

capability of discrimination; there is no modeling vector was capable of achieve a better 

result than AAC(20). 

 

7.4 Conclusion 

 

Inspired by the success of discrimination using residue composition and quadruplet 

potential based feature vectors, modeling accuracy of vectors of AV, AV_AAC, T and 

T_AAC were tentatively explored.  However, there is no theoretical guide line to 

promote certain expectations.  Result from one typical structure dataset H94/Y94 did not 

show significant discriminative capability from those modeling vectors under residue 

alphabet of choices.  Although it is a negative indication for applying these vectors in 

modeling organism-dependent features in protein structure; the fact that this result was 

based on very limited number of structures (H94/Y94) leaves room for further 

confirmation.  On the other hand there are other quadruplet based vectors could be 

explored beyond these four. 
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8.  Conclusions and Future Research 

 

This study is focused on testing a hypothesis that individual protein structures possess 

organism-dependent features.  Those features can be modeled using protein residue 

compositional and structural topological information.  The results of this modeling 

significantly advanced our knowledge on organism-dependent features of proteins. 

 

Identified organism-dependent feature vectors for the discrimination of protein structures 

are universally applicable among all tested species, which covered a wide span of 

organisms phylogenetically.  This result implies the universal applicability of the data 

models to a wider scale.  Challenge to the established data model is not the scale of 

organism kingdom but the accuracy or resolution, especially between species of short 

evolutionary distance. 

 

We didn’t identify a single best feature vector but a series contains a few.  The 

implementing residue alphabet reduction schemes played an interesting yet utterly 

important role.  Although all available alphabet reduction schemes have their own strong 

backing theories; only a few support our feature vector well for successful modeling.  

However, this statement is not absolute.  Our result shows that the best implemented 

feature vector is actually organism-organism dependent.  Although still far from clear; it 
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signals a relationship between mutations of certain residues and speciation if we trace 

back to the grouping details of the alphabet reduction scheme. For example, reduced 

alphabet 2EJ1 in the P_SG_AAC vector implementation performed very successfully.  It 

signals the crucial role played by cyctein in distinguishing proteins of many organisms 

since cystein is the only residue separated from all the rest of residues in this alphabet. 

 

It was noticed that there is a positive correlation between phylogenetic distance of paired 

organisms and pair wise discrimination accuracy when an effective feature vector was 

applied.  This trend is rather simple and clear for compositional vector AAC(20), but with 

a relatively low resolution.  Applying our combined feature vectors, a clustering effect 

was created on another dimension of alphabet reduction.  This dimension provided novel 

viewing angle for protein structure evolution along with speciation. 

 

In our experiments, we didn’t confirm the advantage of a particular simplex type in 

building our feature vectors; although each type do show their power differently.  On the 

other hand, alphabet preference between whole chain structures and SCOP domain 

structures is noticeable.  Future effort could be testing data models on distribution of 

organism-dependent characters of protein structure along its primary sequence.  It will be 

inspiring if surprising differences shown among different regions of protein sequences. 

 

Down another path, after the tuning of data model, reduced amino acid alphabet, 

algorithms, we would rather to integrate the information to approach a biological 
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meaning on structure differences of species.  The principle behind adopted amino acid 

reduced alphabets, the principle behind each high success rate classifiers leaves room for 

discussion.  It also created a challenge on data visualization for further effort. 
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